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CHAPTER ONE: BASIC TI-IEORY OF LATHE MACHINES. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The making or manufacturing of components of all kinds is the business of 

engineers. If these components are to be produced cheaply it is important that 

engineers choose the best possible methods, and at the same time produce the 

components as accurate as possible and as strong as possible. 

Mechanical engineering is the broadest of all the engineering disciplines and 

plays some part in the production of virtually everything with which we come into 

contact in our daily lives. It is mechanical engineers who design, develop and build 

vehicles, engines, turbines and all manner of machines, infact anything that involves 

moving parts . They produce the equipment needed for extracting, processing and 

refining basic materials into useful metals and plastic and design and make the 

machine tools needed to shape them. Infact it could be said that mechanical 

engineers are perhaps the most imp0l1ant members of the cOlmnunity, for it is on 

them that practically everything depends in tlus highly mechanised world. 

Over the last 40 years, we have moved steadily from an economy marked by 

an abundance of demand to a market dominated by supply. Dming what are 

sometimes called the '30 glorious years ' (1945 - 1975), the manufacturing world 

organized itself to respond to growth with large scale production of a single product 

or similar products . Today, it has to satisfy a demand that has become increasingly 

complex and diverse: small scale production of many models with frequent and 

/ rapid changes. In such a context, reliability and flexibility becomes the key words in 
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the production process. 

Since the first use of machine tools there has been a gradual. but steady trend 

toward making machines more efficient by combining operations and by transfen'ing 

more skill to the machine, thus reducing time and labour. To meet these needs, 

machine tools have become complex in design and in control. Automatic features 

have been built into many machines and some are completely automatic. This 

technical development has made it possible for industry to attain a high production 

rate with the accompanying low labour cost that is an essential development for any 

society wishing to enjoy high living standards. 

Before the advent of computers into production processes, operating the lathe 

machines by hmnan beings (hand) requires skill, and the talents of a highly skilled 

operator are poorly utilized in perfonniJlg repetitive or variety of machining 

operations and also the operators job will be in fragments. Tlus is due to the fact 

that the operator will have to reset the maclune after one particular operation is 

carried out for another one to be undertaken. This brings about boredom or fatigue 

and it does have adverse effect on production output, inaccurate operations and 

there will be a lot of errors. 

With the incorporation of computers into the production processes, on the 

Lathe machine is incorporated a computer interface with which the operator 

interacts in a conversational mode. For repetitive productions, it is done by giving to 

operator the responsibility for the first part of a new batch. The sub-sequent parts, 

and subsequent batches, can be made from the program generated for the first part. 
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And as regards variety of machining operations, the operator is asked, for example 

whether the next operation is turning, boring, facing or drilling, and presses the 

appropriate button against a dynamic menu. If he selects hUlling, he is asked for the 

initial and final diameters and the start and finish of the cut. Tapers, chamfers and 

radii can be easily defined. Speeds and feeds and cuts are optimised to make best 

use the available power. All of this is done in tenns familiar to the operator and 

makes use of his existing skill. Once all the infonnation for the next operation has 

been entered and checked, the operation can be pelfonned with ease and accuracy. 

This project 'computerised machining of components using a Lathe machine' 

signifies the importance of using computer on a lathe machine for repetitive or 

variety of machining operations compared to hlUnan beings (hand) operators. This 

system has technological and economic advantages in increasing the machine 

utilization and the speed of programming. It is a system which accepts and uses the 

existing skills of the machinists, and leaves room for it to develop. It does not 

fragments the operators job. The aim is not simply to preserve the operator's 

existing skills. It is rather to make those skills more productive and to allow it to 

develop in a nahrral way into a new skill - the skill of using a more highly develop 

system. 

1.2 DEFINITIONS 

1.2.1 MACHINE - A machine is a piece of equipment which does a particular 

type of work and usually used power from an engine or electricity, or a machine is 

anything which obeys casual laws. If men and women obeys casual laws, then they 
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may be directly replaced by machines obeying the same or more desirable laws. 

They have no advantage over machines, which may be faster, more reliable, and not 

subject to boredom or fatigue. 

1.2.2 MACHINE TOOL - It is defined as a power operated device desi!:,Tned to 

produce machined components having Linear and Angular dimensions within the 

lilnits laid down, such surfaces to be machined in the minimmn of time and have an 

acceptable fll1ish. 

1.2.3 LA THE - A Lathe is a device in which the work is rotated against a cutting 

tool. As the cutting tool is moved length wise and crosswise to the axis of the 

workpiece, the shape of the work-piece is generated. 

1.2.4 MACHINING - It is one of the four major metal- manufacturing methods. 

The others are hot fonning, cold working and casting. It is a generic tenn, applied to 

all metal removal, while metal-cutting refers to processes in which the excess 

workpiece material is removed by a harder tool, through a controlled frachlre 

process. Industry always uses the machining method when a very accm-ate and 

smooth surface is needed. In machining, metal is turned, shaped, mil1ed, cut or 

otherwise reduced or changed by removing chips with machine tools to produce the 

shape and dimension wanted. 
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1.3 LATHE MACHINE 

The most widely used machine tool is the centre (Engine) Lathe (fig 1.1) 

which provides a rotary primary motion while the appropriate feed motions are 

TOOL HOLDE CO OUND SLIDE 

CARRIAGE T AlLSTOCK BARREL 

TCHLEVER 

SPINDtE NOSE 

._- ---\~---

BED 

CROSS SLIDE 

SCREW-CUTTING LEVER 

LE CREW AND FEEDSHAFT CHANGE LEVERS 

TAIL STOCK 

FEED SHAFT 

LEAD SCREW 

FIGURE 1.1 A TYPICAL LATHE MACHINE 

imparted to the tool. It is considered to be the father of all machines because it was 

one of the earlier machines to be invented and also can be employ to do variety of 
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operations that are carried out on other machines. It is one of the most useful and 

versatile machines employed in metal working. Modem Lathe are highly accurate 

and complex machines capable of performing a great variety of operations and a 

machinist depends on the Lathe to make precision parts. 

The size of a lathe is determined by the swing and the length of the bed. 

Swing is the largest diameter that can be ttmled. It is twice the distance from the 

centre to the nearest interference on the bed of the Lathe. The bed length determines 

the distance between centres, or the longest piece that can be tlIDled. Whichever 

way the size is expressed it must be remembered that the work has to clear the 

Lathe carriage when tunling between centres. 

The Lathe consists of the following major component groups: 

1.3.1 BED - The bed is the foundation and backbone of a lathe. It' s rigidity and 

aligmnent affect the accuracy of the parts machined on it. 

On top of the bed are the ways, which usually consist of two inverted vees 

and two flat bearing smfaces made to supp0l1 the calTiage and tailstock. The ways 

of the Lathe are very accurately machined by grinding or by milling and hand 

scraping. Wear or damage to the ways will affect the accuracy of workpieces 

machined on them. 

A gear rack is fastened below the front way of the Lathe. Gears that link the 

carriage handwheel to this rack make possible the lengthwise movement of the 

carriage by hand. 
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1.3.2 HEADSTOCK - The headstock is fastened to the left end of the bed. it 

consists of the headstock spindle and the mechanism for driving it. 

The spindle is hollow to allow long slender workpieces to pass through, with 

a tapered hole at the fi'ont, or inner end. The spindle end facing the tail stock is 

called the Spindle Nose. Lathe chuck and other work holding devices are fastened 

and driven by the spindle nose. The spindle is supported by spindle bearings on 

each end. If they are sleeve - type bearings, a tlrrust bearing is also used to take up 

end play. Tapered roller spindle bearings are often used on moden1lathes. 

Spindle noses usually are of tlrree designs: a long taper key drive, a cam lock 

type or a tlrreaded spindle nose. The power for ttmung is provided by an electric 

motor. Spindle speed changes are also made in the headstock, either with belts or 

with gears. Speed changes are made in these lathes by shifting gears in much the ' 

same way as in a standard automobile transmission. To obtain more torque, or 

tlmnng force, and slower speeds, the back gear is used. On belt-driven lathes, direct 

drive power is delivered tlrrough belts to a step pulley that tlmlS the spindle. The 

speed is changed by moving the belts to different positions. 

The hole in the spindle nose typically has a standard morse taper. The size of 

tl1is taper varies with the size of the lathe. A sleeve fits into tlns tapered hole and 

then into the live, or headstock, centre. 

A feed revcJTse lever, also called a leadscrew direction control, is located on 

the headstock. It's function is simply to control the direction of rotation of the 

leadscrew. This rotation detennines the direction of feed and whether a thread cut 
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on the lathe is left hand or right hand. The threading and feeding mechanism of the 

lathe are also powered through the headstock. 

1.3.3 CARRIAGE - The distance from the top oftbe tool holder to the bed IS 

known as the calTiage, and it comprises of five parts. 

a. The saddle is an h - shaped casting that fits over the bed, slides on the 

ways and supports the Cross slide and compound slide. 

b. APRON - The apron is the part of the can·iage facing the operator; it 

extends down the front of the machine to house the various feed gears and controls. 

these controls include a handwheel to move the carriage back and forth along the 

ways, levers to engage the longitudinal and cross feeds, a half-nut lever to start, stop 

and reverse the calTiage travel. The handwheel is attached to a pinion that meshes 

with a rack under the front of the bed. 

A thread dial is fastened to the apron (usually on the right side), which 

indicates the exact place to engage the half-nuts while cutting tlu·eads. The half-nut 

lever is used only for thread cutting and never for feeds for general tunling. 

The entire carriage can be moved along the ways manually by tUllling the 

carriage handwheel or under power by engaging the power feed controls on the 

apron. Once in position, the carriage can be clamped to the bed by tightening the 

carriage lock screw. 

On some lathes a feed change lever (or plunger) or the apron is used to direct 
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power from the feed mechanism to either the longitudinal (length wise) travel of the 

carriage or to the cross slide. On other lathes, two separate levers or knobs are used 

to transmit motion to the carriage and cross slide. 

c. The cross slide is mounted on the saddle. It moves cross wise at 90" 

degrees to the axis of the lathe by manually tuming the cross feed screw handle or 

by the cross feed lever also called power feed lever or on some lathes, the clutch 

knob, which is located on the apron for automatic feeds. 

Hand wheels or ball cranks are provided for manual feeding of the cross-slide 

and compound slide. Graduated collars are mounted on the various handwheels for 

measuring the amount of feed. 

d. The compOlUld rest or slide is mounted on the cross slide and can be 

swiveled to any angle horizontal with the lathe axis in order to produce bevels and 

tapers. The compound rest can only moved manually by tunllng the compOlUld rest 

feed screw handle. 

Cutting tools are fastened on a toolpost that is located on the compound rest. 

It also has a slide in willch the upper part of the casting can be moved in and out 

with the compound rest handle. 

e. The tool post with the ring collar and rocker base slides in a T - slot on 

top of the compound rest. Sometimes the tool post sits on a compound tool rest 

which incorporates a slide that can be set at any angle; thus conical surfaces may be 

fonned by hand feeding the tool. A four - way tool post allows quick changing of 
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tools in transmiting power between the spindle and the caniage. By using the gear 

shift levers on the quick - change gear box, you can select different feeds . Power 

from the left end of the spindle is feed through the gears to tins gearbox. The 

gearbox makes it possible to change the fed and the ratio between the revolutions of 

the headstock spindle and the movement of the carriage for thread cutting. There are 

usually two or three levers on the gearbox for controlling the feed and nLUnber of 

threads. An index chart, or plate, fastened to the gearbox tells you how to move the 

levers. 

The leadscrew and feed rod transmit the power to the caniage for operating 

the feed and for tlU'ead cutting. 

To get power for longitudinal, or backs-and-forth, feeding, the feed-change 

lever on the carriage is moved to the down (or LIp) position . Then the clutch handle, 

either a lever or a knob, is tlU11ed or moved. 

To get power for cross feeding, put the feed - change lever in the opposite 

position. For tlU'ead cutting, the feed - change lever is put in the centre, or neutral, 

position to operate the half, or split nut lever. This unit closes over the threads of the 

leadscrew to move the carriage. 

The base of the maclline is used to level the lathe and to secure it to the floor. 

The motor of the lathe is usually mounted in the base. 

1.4 WORKHOLDING DEVICES 

Work must be efficiently held in lathe machine for safety operations. Work -

holding and driving devices are fastened to the spindle nose and are very important 
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to machining on lathes. 

The methods used depends upon the workpiece, the machine, and the extent 

to which rapid production machines, such as turret lathes, the holding devices are 

usually actuated hydraulically, by air, electricity, or cam action in order that the 

clamping time and eff0l1 can be minimized. 

In case of automated or munerically controlled machines, the holding devices 

may be progralIDlled to release the workpiece at the conclusion of machining alld to 

automatically clamp the next part fed to it. There al'e a munber of workholding 

methods that have been devised to suit various types of jobs and to enable the 

accmacy requirements to be met because perfonning as mallY operations as possible 

at one setting, that is, without removing the work fiom it's setting in the machine is 

not always practicable. 

The most cOlIDnonly used work holding devices are: 

1.4.1 CHUCKS 

Chucks are used for holding large alld inegular shaped parts and al'e either 

bolted or screwed to the spindle, making a rigid mounting. 

Chucks are made in several designs and may be classified as 

a. UNIVERSAL CHUCKS Universal chucks usually have 3 - jaws. All jaws 

are moved in or out equally in their slides by means of a scroll plate located at the 

back of the jaws. The scroll plate has a bevel gear on it's reverse side that is driven 

by a pinion gear. This gear extends to the outside of the chuck and is tlIDled with the 
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chuck key or wrench. The three jaw chuck or self - centering (fig 1.2) is 

undoubtedly the most convenient, and therefore most widely used. It is best suitable 

for gripping of round bars of accurate size and smooth finish. The chuck consists of 

a cylindrical body, across the face of which the three jaws move in equally spaced 

radical slots, driven by a scroll plate inside the body. 

The chuck body is mounted on the back plate, which may be bored and 

threaded internally to screw on the nose of the lathe. A better form of attachment 

has the back plate recessed to engage a register on the spindle nose, and positive 

holding is then provided by four bolts. This type cannot come lose if the machine 

stops suddenly. 

This chuck operates on a principle of holding and gripping of a cylindrical 

work piece so that it rotates about it's own axis. The three jaw chuck moves in 

unison towards the chuck key. the back plate of the scroll plate forms a large bevel 

gear which can be driven by any of three pinions which are let into the rim of the 

chuck. Each pinion has a square socket at its outer end into which the chuck key 

fits. Rotation of any pinion thus turns the scroll plate and moves the jaws. 
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WORKPIECE 

FIGURE 1.2 - 3 - JAW CHUCK OR SELF CENTERING CHUCK 

The 2 - jaw chuck (fig 1.3) is used for holding casting and forging. All jaws 

maintain a concentric relationship when the chuck wrench is tmned. 

c:cP JAW 

WORKPIECE 

CHUCKKE~ 

FIGURE 1.3 2 - JAW CHUCK 

D 

universal chucks provide quick and simple chucking and centering of round stock. 

Uneven or even irregularly shaped materials will damage these jaws. The jaws of 

universal chuck will not reverse as with independent chucks, so a separate set of 

reverse jaws are used to hold pieces with larger diameters. The chuck and each of 

its jaws are stamped with identification nmnbers, as such the jaws must be 
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assembled in sequence in their individual slots or they will not centralise cOlTectly . 

One disadvantage of most universal chucks is that they loose their accuracy 

when the scroll and jaws wear, and nonnally there is no compensation for wear 

other than regrinding the jaws. 

b. INDEPENDENT CHUCK - The independent 4 - jaw chuck (fig 1.4) is use 

for holding large and irregular components. Settings are not automatic and skill is 

required. It has four jaws each working independently of the others in it's own slot 

in the chuck body and actuated by it's own separate square - threaded screw. This 

makes for slower but more accuarate centering, and with a little care work can be 

made to flUl absolutely true. 

It is a general requirements of cylindrical work that all diameter should be 

concentric, and all faced surfaces should be square to the cylinder axis. This is what 

we mean when we talk of work flmning true. 

It provides the facility of deliberately setting work off centre to produce an 

eccentric work piece. The concentric diameters are tlll11ed first and the chuck is then 

adjusted for eccentricity by a dial gauge which for accuaracy must register at radial 

position. Note that the dial gauge readings must vary by twice the amOlUlt of 

eccentricity required. Very precise set ups can also be made with the 4 - jaw chuck 

by using a dial indicator, especially on round materials. Some types are fitted with 

top jaws that can be reversed after removal of bolts on the jaw. Jaws in the reversed 

position can grip larger diameter workpieces. The independent chuck will hold work 

more securely for heavy cutting than the 3 - jaw chuck. 
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JAW 

TO EACH JAW 

FIGURE l.4 - 4 - JAW INDEPENDENT CHUCK 

With both types of chucks, jaws are available with hard faces for gripping 

rough work, or soft faces for finished work. 

c. COMBINATION CHUCK - Each jaw has an independent adjustment and, 

in addition, has a separate wrench cOlU1ection that controls all jaws simultaneously. 

1.4.2 COLLET CHUCK 

These are tabular units made from medium carbon steel having slots or splits 

running about three - quarters of the length, hardened and spring tempered so that 

when unlocked it will spring open and release the work piece. Collet chucks (fig 

1.5) are very accurate work - holding devices and are used in producing small 

precision part.They are commonly used for bar - stock materials or holding bars of 

standard sizes to accommodate round, square and hexagonal stock. 
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Each collet is made for a single diameter and a set of collets is provided for standard 

diameters of work. The outside shape is made to suit the particular machine tool 

builders specification. One end has a larger section with a conical surface which, 

when drawn into a mating taper surface, closes the collet on the work. . 

To enable it to close on the workpiece three or four narrow slots are cut from 

the body to the gripping end. The collet chuck which is tightened through being 

drawn into a tapered socket in the spindle nose by a draw tube which bears against 

the back end of the spindle. The outer taper of the gripping end matches the taper 

bore of the machine spindle nose and as the collet is drawn into the spindle it's 

gripping end closed on the workpiece. The draw tube and the back end of the collets 

are hollow to pennit bars to be fed through the spindle for repetition tLmnng and 

pating-off of workpieces. 

For large stock, collets of the parallel closing type are sometimes used, but in 

most cases collets of spring type are reconunended. The spring collets are solid at 

one end and split on the other end, which is tapered. Spring collets are made in 

three types, namely : - the push-out, the draw-back and the stationary. 

Push-out collets are recOlllinended for bar work, since the slight movement of 

the stock pushes it against the bar stop. 

Draw-back collets are not widely employed for bar stock, but are useful when 

the collets are of extra capacity size and one utilized for holding short pieces. 

With the both push and draw collets, there is a slight movement of the 

workpiece because the collet moves as it is tightened. In most cases tIns is not a 
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disadvantage, but when it is, the stationary collet can be used. A shoulder on the 

collet comes to rest against the head to provide this endwise accuracy. Because 

there are more sliding smfaces in the stationary collet, the rotational concentricity is 

not as accurate as for other types of collets. 

Some types, cal1ed master collets, have removal pads or jaws for holding 

various sizes and shapes of collet is made up of alternate steel and rubber segments 

bonded together. It is compressed to grip the work by turning a hand wheel on the 

spindle nose. This type has a wider gripping range than the conventional collets. 

There are a nmnber of special collets, including those employing hydraulic force on 

a flexible steel sleeve in which the work piece is held. Such collets give a high 

torque connection with close accuracy. 

Rough and inaccurate workpieces should not be held in collet chuck. Since 

the gripping surfaces of the chuck would fonn an angle with the workpiece. 

FIGURE 1.5 - COLLET CHUCK 

1.4.3 DRILL CHUCK 

A smalllUliversal screw chuck used principally on drill presses but frequently 

used lathes for drilling and centering. 
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1.4.4 POWER CHUCK 

Operated by air, hydraulic means, or electricity, relieves the operator of the 

effect involved in tightening and loosening the work. Additional advantages of the 

power chuck are that it is quick acting; the chucking pressure can be regulated; and 

it's can be used for both bar and chucking work. 

1.4.5 MAGNETIC CHUCK 

Work can be held on surface grinders and other machine tools by means of 

magnetic chucks, this method of holding being both simple and rapid. Magnetic 

chucks are sometimes used for making light cuts on felTomagnetic material. They 

are useful for facing thin material that would be difficult to hold in conventional 

work holding devices. Parts to be held are placed on the chuck, which is energized 

by the turning of a switch. The two types of chucks used are permanent chuck and 

those magnetized by means of direct CUlTent. The direct -current chucks, made in 

both rectangular and circular shapes; have a pulling power of around lmpa. The 

rectangular style is suitable for use on reciprocating grinders or for light milling 

machine work. Rotary chucks, designed for lathes and rotating table !:,rrinders. 

Pennanent magnetic chuck do not require any electrical equipment, and work 

can be held on these chucks without damage to work or chuck. The operation of this 

chuck is by a lever on one side. In the "off' position, the conductor bars and 

separators are shifted in such a way that magnetic flux passes through the top plate 

and isshort circuit from the work. when the handle is ttrrned to" ON" the conductor 

bars and non magnetic seperators line up so that magnetic flux, in following the line 
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of least resistance, goes through the work in completing the circuit. the holding 

power, obtained by the magnetic flux passes through, is sufficient to with stand the 

action of grinding wheels and other light ' ". ' machining operations. 

All parts held on a magnetic chuck should be de-magnetized after the work is 

finished. Several types of de-magnetizers are available, operatingcin either 

alteolating or direct current, which successfully removes the residual magnetism 

from knives, bearing races, blades)alld many other parts. The peollanent magnetic 

chuck and the direct current chuck may both be used for either wet or dry 

operations. 

Chucks come in all diameters and are made for light, medium and heavy-duty 

uses . All chucks need frequent clearing of scrolls and jaws. These should be lightly 

oiled after clearing and chucks with grease fittings pressure lubricated. 

1.4.6 ARQOR 

Expanding or threaded arbors are used to hold short pieces of stock that have 

in them a previously machined and accurate hole. The action in holding the work is 

controlled by a mechanism very similar to that used with collets. The work is placed 

on the arbor against the stop plate andJas the draw rod is pulled, the tapered pin 

expands the partially split plug and grips the work. 

The threaded arbor operates in a similar fashion except that the work is 

screwed on the arbor by hand lmtil it is forced back against a stop tube or flange. 

Both collets and arbors may be power operated by pneumatic, hydraulic, or 
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electrical devices located at the end of the spindle. Such an arrangement is 

frequently used on high production work to provide a quicker and easier operation. 

1.4.7 MANDRELS 

Work which has a machined hole running through it's fulllen!:,rth is fTequently 

held on a mandrel. Mandrels (fig 1.6), in it's simplest fonn, is a hardened and 

grOlUld shaft, with centered ends, and is slightly tapered, usually 0.006 in per ft. 

The smaller end is placed in a hole, and pressed into work lUltil it binds. The 

assembly is then held between centres when mounting work, be sure to press the 

mandrel in square with the work, and oil the surface so the parts can be 

disassembled without difficulty. When driving the mandrel out, be sW'e to drive it in 

tile opposite direction from that in which it entered. If the diameter of the work is 

large in relation to the hole, fasten a pin or driver to the face plate so as to contact a 

lug or boss on the work to take patt of the load, and prevent the work from slipping 

on the mandrel. 

Because solid mandrels must be made to exact sizes and are subject to 

considerable wear, various types of expanding mandrels have been developed. 

These have a wider range atld adapt themselves to take up wear. Other types 

include mandrels which grip the work between a shoulder and a washer by 

tightening a nut, and threaded mandrels on which work can be screwed up to a 

shoulder. 
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A great variety of special adapters can also be made for attaching the work to 

the spindle nose . 

PLAIN THREADED 

,.----/ . .. . .. ............ . . . 

'-- -/ .... ... ............. . 

NUT TYPE EXPANSION 

FIGURE 1.6 - COMMON TYPES OF MANDRELS 

1.4.8 WORK HELD BETWEEN CENTRES 

The most COlnmon way to suppOli work, in the case of a rotating workpiece, 

is to mount it between centres (fig 1.7). If a workpiece is solid, that is not bored and 

can have a centre hole in each end, it can be supported between a nmning centre in 

the headstock spindle and a fixed centre in the tailstock or barrel. Convenient 

method for locating centre holes is with a combination square and scriber, followed 

by centre punching and drilling. This method has the advantage of being able to 
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resist heavy cuts and is convenient for long parts. Headstock centre nmlS with the 

work; as such does not necessarily needs lubricantion and must be kept clean and 

free from damage. The tail stock centre or dead centre is stationary and does not 

affect the concentricity, but it must be hard to resist wear and kept clean and also 

lubricated to reduce friction because it acts as a conical bearing or else must be of 

the ball bearing type. 

Care should be taken to provide for exp[ ansion of the workpiece due to the 

heat generated by machine operations and rotation of the stock. 

RKPIECE 

CARRIER PLATE LATHE CARRIER 

FIGURE 1.7 SHOWS WORK HELD BETWEEN CENTRES 

1.4.9 FACE PLATE 

The face plate (fig 1.8) is simply a circular worktable, mounted on the spindle 

nose. Large or awkwardly shaped workpiece may be held to the face by means of 

clamps, bolts, or else in a fixtw-e or special holding device attached to it. Such 

mounting is suitable for flat plates and parts of inegular shape. 
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Face plate have T-slots and are more heavily built. Face plates are made of cast iron 

and so must be operated at relatively slow speeds. If the speed is too high, the face 

plate could fly apart. The method of setting the work on the face depends largely on 

the accuracy required. 

D 
o 

FIGURE 1.8 - FACE PLATE 

D 

1.4.10 EXTERNAL WORK SUPPORT 

D 

o 

SLOTS FOR 

CLAMPING BOLTS 

Apart from !,rripping and driving the work in a chuck, it is also neceSSaIY to 

ensure that the work is not deflected during cutting through cutting forces. Work 

with a large overhang is usually supported by the tailstock centre but if it is long and 

slender it requires additional support close to the tool. 

Travelling steady (fig 1.9) is bolted to the cross slide on the saddle and 

travels along with tool as it feeds along the work. It is nonnally used for long -

slender workpiece to stop them from vibration at high speed aIld also to prevent 

them from bending. 
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RESISTS DEFLECTION DUE TO FT 

WORKPIECE RESISTS DEFLECTION DUE TO FR 

G SCREWS 

~=Z7 TOOC . 

ESISTS WORK SAGGING ...-_---+ ____ T 

FIGURE 1.9 - TRAVELLING STEADY 

The fixed steady (fig 1.10) is llOlUlted on the lathe bed and does not travel, it 

is used for slender workpiece. 

Note that the steady rests are positioned to withstand the two forces which 

would bend the work, that is the tangential cutting force Fr and the radial force TR 

set up by the cutting action. 
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FIGURE 1.10 - FIXED STEADY 

1.5 TYPE OF CUTTING TOOL The usefulness or efficiency of an expensive 

machine tool is measured in tenns of the amount of metal removed, it is clear that 

the cutting tool usually plays a very important part in machining process. 

On a lathe, metal is removed from a workpiece by tuming it against a single -

point cutting tool. In it's simplest form a single-point tool is usually reffered to as a 

standard straight-edge cutting tool, it is the basic lathe tool, and can be considered 

as a logical extension of the wedge - point principle lmderlying the removal of metal 

with hand tools . It is obvious that one of the most versatile and the easiest to 
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visualize is a single-point cutting tool moved in a prognumned fashion, and can be 

used for the following metal removing operations. 

(a) Tlmling extenlal cylindrical surface at a centre lathe. 

(b) Boring internal cylindrical surface at a centre lathe. 

(c) Facing plane surface at a centre lathe . 

Cd) Shaping plane surface at a shaping machine. 

The work is seen to rotate wlIile the cutting tool is stationary on the lathe. 

MAIN CUTTING EDGE 

AUXILLIARY 

CUTTINGEDG 

POINT 

FACE 

FLANK MAIN FLANK 

SHANK BODY 

FIGURE 1.11 - TOOL ELEMENTS 
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BACKRAKE~ .------------, 

END CUTTING 

EDGE ANGLE 

t ...-SIDE eUITING 

NOSE RADIUS EDGE ANGLE 

I~ 
SIDE RAKE I I SIDE RELIEF 

-1 r ANGLE 

FIGURE 1.12 - THE PARTS AND ANGLES OF A TOOL 

The cutting tools or tool bits, used are rectangular pieces of metal (fig 1.11), 

\ hich must be very hard and it should not loose it's haTdness from the heat 

generated by machining. The basic angles of a tool are shown in fig 1.12 namely 

ide - relief, end - relief, back rake and side rake. 

1. The tool shank is that part held by the tool holder. 

2. Back rake is very important to smooth chip flow, which is needed for a 

unifonn chip and a good finish, especially in soft materials. 

3. The side rake directs the chip flow away from the point of cut and provides 

for a keen cutting edge. 
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4. The end relief angle prevents the front edge of the tool from nlbbing on the 

'Nork. 

5. The side relief angle provides for cutting action by allowing the tool to feed 

into the work material. 

The side cutting edge angle (SCEA) may vary considerably. For roughings, it 

should be almost square to be the work, usually about 5 degrees . 

Tools used for squaring shoulders or for other light machining could have 

angles from 5 or 32 decrees depending on the application. Tllis angle may be 

established by tuming the toolholder or by grinding it on the toolbit or both. In 

ftnishing operations with a large nose radius light cut, SCEA is not an important 

factor. The side cutting edge angle directs the cutting forces back into a stronger 

section of the tool point. It helps to direct the chip flow away from the workpiece an 

also affects the thickness of the cut. 

7. The nose radius will vary according to the finish required, the smallest nose 

radius that will give the desired flllish should be used. 

The cutting tool are ground to different shapes for different cutting 

operations, the most common tool shapes are illustrated in fig 1.] 3. It must 

nccomodate not only the primary motion but also it must allow for feeding and chip 

disposal. Thus the cutting edge is inclined and the cllip is WOlUld into a helix rather 

than a spiral. The tool must be provided with sufficient clearance relative to the 

surface being macllined, and if this is not acllieved the tool will be rubbing against 

the metal. The amOlUlt of clearance should not be more than is necessary to permit 
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the tool to cut cleanlyJand 5 degrees to 10 decrees is usually sufficient. A little more 

clearance is generally necessary for flat facing, boring, shaping, and plaruung tools 

tl an for extenla1 tl-lilung. In any case, it must be recogIuzed that the tool angles have 

meaning only in relation to the workpiece after installation in the machine tool. 

"- / 

V f\ '\ 

f---

~ ... 
'-------

LEFT -CUT FINISHING ROUND NOSE 

/" 

.---- -

-

RIGHT-CUT FINISHING LEFT-CUT SIDE FACING 

~ 
THREADING 0 --- BORING ·~--IN-TERNAL TI-IREADJNt:~~-

t 
RIGHT -CUT SIDEF ACING CUT-OFF OR PARTING 

FIGURE 1.13 - COMMON TOOL SHAPES 
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Cutting action of the tool is supplied largely by the back and side rake angles. The 

sl pe at which the top slUiace is grOlmd depends on the nature of the work material. 

If it is hard and tough the rake angles are small so the cutting edge will have 

tl e maximmn possible support. If it is soft, the angles may be large so the cutting 

edge has more of a knife - edge action. for brass and some similar materials, 

However, the tool is t,'TOlll1d with no rake angle or a slight negative rake, to prevent it 

from digging into the work. 

If the tool is held in a toolholder, it is not necessary to grind the full rake 

angle, because the tool is tilted up usually 15 or 20 degrees, so it is necessary to 

grind only enough to obtain the required variation from the angle. 

High speed steel (HSS) is used for many tools as it fulfils the requirements for 

cutting tools and can easily be shaped by grinding. Other materials used are stelite, 

carbide, diamond, ceramics, or abrasive (including silicon, carbide and aluminum 

oxide). High speed tools have been largely replaced in production machining by 

carbide tools because of their higher metal rates. 

However, in general machining operations high - speed tools are still used for 

C'pecial tooling. High speed steel tools are required for older lathes that are equipped 

with only low speed ranges. They are also useful for finishing operations, especially 

on soft materials. 

The tools for lathes should have a solid shank and should be well supported 

by not protruding from the tool holder anymore than necessary. 
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1.6 TOOL HOLDER AND TOOL MOVEMENTS 

One of the first rules and the most important, of efficient machine tools 

operation is rigid support of the cutting tool, together with secure holding or 

gripping of the workpiece. 

A cutting tool is supported and held in a lathe by a tool holder that is screwed 

in the tool post of the lathe with a clamp screw. Tool height adjustments are made 

by swivelling the rocker in the tool post ring. Many toolholders are used with the 

standard tool posts. 

A quick - change tool post, so called because of the speed with which tools 

can be interchanged, is versatile than the standard post illustrated in fig 1.14. The 

tool holders used on it are accurately held because of the dovetail construction of 

the post. This accuracy makes for more exact repetition of set ups. Tool height 

adjustments are made with a micrometer adjustment collar, and the height alignment 

will remain constant through repeated tool changes. An advantage of the quick

change tool post holder is that cutting tools of various shank thickness can be 

mounted in toolholders. 
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FIGURE 1.14 - STANDARD - TYPE TOOL POST WITH RING AND 

ROCKET 

ToolllOlde r"s for HSS or Carbide - tipped tools are made in variety of forms, 

they are shown in fig 1.15. The straight tool holder is used for extenlal turning, but 

other forms have been developed for performing particular functions. The left-hand 

tool holder is intended for use with tools cutting fro right to left or toward the 

tailstock of the lathe. Right and left hand holder have the bit end bend at an angle to 

the shank to prevent interference with the work. 
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The most common types of tool holders are shown below :-

LEFT-HAND TOOL HOLDER 

STRAIGHT TOOL HOLDER 

I .. . . 

RIGHT-HAND TOOL HOLDER 

FIGURE 1.15 - COMMON TYPES OF TOOL HOLDERS 

ul 

Many lathes can be equipped with a square hUTet - a special type of tool 

holder capable of holding four different tools. This can be hmled (indexed) to 

twelve different positions to bring the various tools into play, as required. Off set 

tool holders allows machining close to the chuck or tailstock of a lathe without tool 

post interference. 

Special to Iholders are made for boring tools, cut-off tools, threading tools 
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and kl1urlil1g tool s. 

A tool holder should be selected according to the machining to be done. The 

set up should be rigid and the tool holder over hang should be kept to minimum to 

prevent chattering. 

1.6.1 TOOL MOVEMENTS 

If we remember that the cutting tool generates a cylindrical surface as it 

moves parallel with the lathe centre line, a plane sm-face as it moves at 90° to the 

. lathe centre line, then clearly provision must be made to allow these tool movements 

or feeds to take place. 

The versatility of the centre lathe, or its ability to machine several geometrical 

smfaces, arises from the varied movements of the cutting tool. We have seen that 

the tool needs to be set in a suitable toolpost; this toolpost is mowlted on a 

compOlmd slide, allowing movement of the tool at any desired angle. In its tum the 

compOlmd slide is located on a cross slide, the purpose of which is to provide 

movement of the tool at 90° to the lathe centre. Finally the cross slide is integrated 

with the saddle which slide along the bed of the lathe parallel with the lathe centre 

line, and tins allows tile generating of cylindrical surfaces. The figure 1.16 illustrates 

in simple detail how the cutting tool is able to be moved not only parallel with the 

lathe centre but also at 90° to it and at a desired angle. 
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CROSS SLIDE BED 

-0411- ---

COMPOUND SLIDE 

FIGURE 1.16 - TOOL MOVEMENTS ON THE CENTRE LATHE 

1.7 CUTING SPEED AND FEEDS 

1.7.1 CUTTING SPEED 

The distance the workpiece move past the cutting point in one minute, as 

measured around the surface is reffered to as CUTTING SPEED. Cutting speed 

(CS) are normally given in tables for cutting tools materials and are based on 

surface metres per minute (smpm), that is, the munber of metre of surface that pass 

the cutting tool in one minute. It can be determined from a flat surface or on the 

pheriphery of a cylindrical tool or workpiece. Thus a small diameter must tum or 

revolve faster than a larger one to cover an equal number of metres per minute. 

The cutting speed is dictated mainly by the type of cutting tool material being 
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used, the type of matelial being machined, rigidity of machine set up and the use of 

cutting fluid, but it is also influenced by the depth of cut and the feed rate. Since 

machine spindle speeds are given in revolutions per minute. To fInd the approximate 

number of revolutions per minute (rpm) necessary to give a certain diameter, 

lTIllltiply the cutting speed in surface metres per minute by 4, and divide by a 

diameter of the work. 

RPM = CSx4 
D 

Where D = Diameter of workpiece 

CS = Assigned Cutting speed for a particular material. 

The above formula is certainly the most common one used in machine shop 

practice and it applies to the full range of machine tool operations, which include the 

lathe and milling machines, as well as the drill press. 

The manufacturers of cutting tool materials give recormnendation for the 

cutting speeds at which their tool materials will cut various work materials such as 

bras, allmninium, steel and so on. 
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A selection of these values is given for guidance in the table below:-

CUTTING SPEED (METRESIMINUTE) 

Material being High speed TlUlgsten 
Cut Steel Carbide 

Cast iron 20 160 

. . Mid steel 28 250 

. Bronze 35 180 

Hard brass 45 230 

Copper : 60 330 

Alumimpn 100 500 

Where the workpiece rotates and the tool is stationary, as in lathes, the outer 

diameter CD) of the workpiece is used in the speed fonnula. Always observe the 

cutting action carefully, as the workpiece is reduced to a small diameter, make 

appropriate speed corrections by increa~ing it as needed. You should adopt the habit 

of carrying out the calculations before starting any machining operation, even if only 

as a rough mental calculation. Tllis way you atleast have a basis for running the 

machine at a speed which is nearer the correct speed than if you guess. 

If a machine cannot be set at the calculated rpm, use the next lower speed. If 

there is vibration or chatter, a lower speed will often eliminate it. As a rule, lower 

cutting speeds are used to machine hard or tough materials or where heavy cuts are 

taken and it is desirable to miniInize tool wear and thus maximize tool life. Higher 

cutting speeds are used in machitling softer materials in order to acllieve better 

surface finish. 
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1.7.2 CUTTING FEEDS 

The machine movement that causes a tool to cut into or along the surface of a 

worK--piece is calJcd FEED. TIns is the distance the tool advances for each revolution 

of the work. Feed is measured in millimetres per spindle revolution. 

Generally, coarser feeds are used for rough tlmling and fIner feeds are used 

for funshed tlm1ing. These are set by changing the levers on the quick change 

gearbox. Coarser feeds, depending on the machine size, horse power, and rigidity, 

necessary for rapid stock removal, are called ROUGHING. 

As long as the roughing dimension is kept well over the fInish size, feeds 

should be set to the maximmn the machine will handle. In roughing operations, 

finish is not important and no attempt should be made to obtain a good fulish; the 

only consideration is stock removal and of course, safety. It is in the fInishing cuts 

with fIne feeds that dimensional accuracy and surface fInish is of the greatest 

importance and stock removal is of little consideration. 

If the machine labours or vibrates, it is overloaded, reduce the feeds. If it is 

cutting easily, it may be possible to increase the feed. The condition of the tool 

gives anotl1er indication, if the edge breal(s down too rapidly or builds up 

excessively, reduce the speed or feed. 

1. 7.3 DEPTH OF CUT 

This is the distance from the bottom of the cut to the un-cut surface measured 

at right angle to the machined surface. 
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To determine the depth of cut, the diameter of the work should be measured prior to 

and after removal of a metal layer by the cutting tool. The depth of cut equals half 

the diameter difference. 

For most efficient production, nm the lathe at the highest speed and coarsest 

feeds which will give the desired results. Tllis is because feed and speeds 

detennines the rate of metal removal. 

1.8 CUTTING FLUIDS 

A great deal of heat is generated in any macllining operation, as such it is 

. necessary to pour some sort of cooling solution over the tool and the work. . 

OtherWise, the work may be distorted and the edge of the tool spoiled. The 

machiIling of most metals is greatly improved by the use of a cutting lubricant. . 

The most common type of lubricant used when cutting most materials is a 

soluble oil, wllich when mixed Witll water, fonns a wllite solution known as 'Suds' 

or 'Shuny'. This has better cutting properties than oil, but does not lubricate as 

well. The oil part of it is generally a mineral oillnixed with a soap solution, 

sometimes with an extreme pressure agent added. 

Animal mineral lard oils, either straight or compOlmded with kerosene or 

parafm oil, are good for general machining operations. Extremely hard or tough 

materials usuall., require oils with a sulphur or chlorinated base. For the highest 

grade of work, many macllinist prefer pure lard oil, though it is expensive. 
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The improvemen effected using a lubricant are as follows :-

(a) The tool and work are cooled and higher cutting speeds and feeds may be 

used. 

(b) The cutting fluid helps in lubricating the severe fllbbing action taking place 

between the chip and the top face of the tool. The effects, some saving in power, 

prolongs the life of the tool and promotes a better finish. 

( c ) A he~vy flow of lubricant helps to wash away the chips and keep the cutting 

point clear. 

The ideal cutting fluid, in achieving the improvements above should :-

(a) Not corrrode the work or machine. 

(b) Have a low evaporation rate. 

(c) Be stable and not foam or nune. 

(d) Not injure or irritate the operator. 

Cast iron should always be machined dry, because the cnunbly chips forms a 

paste with coolants and clog the system. Magnesium chips are prone to catch fire in 

contact with water, and machining should be done dry or with kerosene. Brass, 

bronze and aluminium may be cut dry or wet, whilst steel should always be 

machined with lubricant. Cutting lubricants may consist of a pure oil, a mixture of 

two or more oils - or a mixture of oil and water. 

1.9 LATHE OPERATIONS 

The centre lathe can be defined as a machine tool use to produce cylindrical, 
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flat and conical sLU-faces by a generating process and the use of a single point tool. 

The shape of the sUlface produced by a generating process depends entirely on the 

relative motion between tool and work, not on the shape of the tool. All other 

operations carried out on the lathe are either the combination of or by product of 

these three major operations mentioned above. 

In generatillg a surface, two motions are required, plus a ftuther one to adjust 

the depth of cut, this adjustment remaining fixed while each cut is in progress. 

Applying the above principle to the lathe, the three major operations on the 

lathe are illustrated below in fig 1.1 7 

ROTATION OF WORK FEED 

r NORMAL TO AXIS OF ROTATION 

- , ,-. ___ • ___ • ___ • ___ • ___ • __ - .-_ _ . _-._- _ ._-_._-_. __ ._- -._-_ • ...J..o'". __ • __ .- • __ • __ • __ • __ ._._... • (FACING) [FLAT] 

AXIS OF ROTATION (d) 

AT AN ANGLE TO AXIS OF ROTATION 

[TAPERING OR CONICAL MACHINING] 

(c) [CHAT\1FERING-SHORT TAPER] 

AXIS OF ROT A TION 

PARALLEL TO AXIS OF ROTATION 

AXIS OF ROTATION [CYLINDRICAL TURNING] 

FW:D (b) 

FIGURE 1.17- MAJOR OPERATIONS ON THE LATHE 
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The followings should be observed in the diagr31lls of operations on typical 

lathe machine. 

(a) The work is provided with a rotary motion. 

(b) The linem motion of the tool parallel to the axis of rotation of workpiece 

generates cylindrical turning 

(c) The line31- motion of the tool at an 311g1e to the axis of rotation of workpiece 

generates tapering otherwise known as conical .machining. Short tapers are known 

as chamfers . 

(d) The linear motion of the tool at right 311gles to the axis of the workpiece 

generates a flat surface otherwise known as facing. 

Power is transmitted from the spindle through a train of end gears to the 

leadscrew, 311 accurately made screw which flms parallel to the ways and engages in 

the carriage apron to produce the desired feed for turning 311d screw cutting or 

threading. On precision lathes, the leads crew is reserved exclusively for cutting and, 

to avoid lmnecessary wear, a separate feed rod is provided for longitudinal311d 

cross feed. 

Feed rate, in terms of thousandth an inch per revolution of the spindle, or in 

threads per inch, is usually controlled by a quick - ch311ge gearbox, although many 

older styles still make use of pick-off gears; that is, individual gears which must be 

combined in a suitable train to furnish the desired feed rate. 

The rotary motion of the work necessitates for a source of power usually 

using an electric motor. Revolution on the lathe can vary from about 60 revolution 
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per minute to ab ut 1700 revolutions per minute. Other lathes can be designed to go 

faster. Medium speed 370 revolutions per minute is used generally for turning, 

facing etc. 

The tail stock of a lathe can be replaced by a turret, when the surface to be 

generated or fonned with relative simple motions requires a larger number of tools 

and operations (sHch as turning, facing, boring, and drilling) for completion. 

Equipped with a quick clamp device, a turret brings several (usually six) tools 'into 

position very rapidly. All six faces of this tLUTet can hold tools of various kinds that 

can be used on the workpiece, one after another, for example, one face may hold a 

drill; the next, a reamer; the next, a tap; and so on. As the turret moves backward, it 

automatically rotates to the next tool. The order of operations needed determines the 

arrangement of tools in the tUlTet. All tools are fed in the axial direction, by moving 

the turret on a slide (ram-type lathe) or, for heavier work, on a saddle which itself 

moves on the ways (Saddle-type lathe). 

Before machining or undertaking machining operations, you should get to 

know the parts of the lathe and leanl how to operate the controls. 

(a) Try the levels and handles with the power-off. 

1 Move the carriage back and forth. 

11 Move the cross slide in and out. 

111 Slide the tailstock back and forth, and lock it in position . 

IV Change tbe position of the belt on the pulley. 

v Change the feed-reverse lever. 
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VI Disengage the bull-gear lock or pin. Pull the back gears in place. 

Vll Adjust the feed on the quick - change gearbox. 

(b) Try adjust11lents after nmling on the power. Operate the carriage with power 

feed. Also use th~ automatic cross-feed. 

Clearly, the operations possible on a centre lathe are many and varied, and it 

has always been recognized as the most versatile of all machine tools available to 

the engineer. 

1.10 MACHINING OPERATIONS 

The major operations performed on a lathe are turning, facing, boring and 

threading or screw cutting. Minor ones include, taper-tlmling, lG1Urling, drilling, 

cutting or parting-off, reaming, filing, polishing, centre-drilling etc. 

1.10.1 TURNING - Tunling applies specifically to the machining of extenlal 

cylindrical surfaces. The work revolves about it's axis, while the single-point cutting 

tool follows a path parallel with the centre line of revolving work. 

In this way a series of concentric circles are machined on the work as the tool 

is parallel with the axis of rotation of the work a cylindrical surface is machined. 

The most commonly used tool is the right - hand tuming tool grOlmd to suit the 

material to be cut . 
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1.10.2 FACING - Facing is the operation of cutting the end face of a section at 

light angles to the axis of the work using a single - point cutting tool, to obtain a flat 

surface on the end of cylindrical workpieces or on the face of parts clamped in a 

chuck or face phtte. 

1.10.3 BORING - The cutting of the intenlal surface of a hollow part using a 

single - point tool on a lathe machine is reffered to as BORING. It is a process 

whereby an existing hole is enlarged and finished to a standard size required. For 

example to trim out a hole in a casting, or to finish a very accurate hole of any size. 

The tool use may be of one piece construction, forged to the required shape, 

but it is usually more convenient to employ a rOlmd bar with a small tool bit inserted 

ear one end. 

1.10.4 REAMING - TIns is a process that is done on a lathe to quickly and 

accurately finish drilled holes to size. 

Best results are obtained if the tool is held in the tailstock in a floating holder 

to permit it to shift slightly and centre itself in the hole. It can be performed with 

standard reamers to smoothly and slightly enlarge drilled holes. Reduce speed to 

about one - half of the speed for drilling, and feed the reamer as fast as possible. 
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1.10.5 CUTTING OR PARTING - OFF - This is the process of cutting - off 

material to the correct or required length. Two surfaces perpendicular to the lathe 

axis are produced by moving the single - point tool in the carriage so that the feed 

motion is toward the centre of the lathe. 

1. 10.6 KNURLL ~G - This is a process of creating a rough gTipping surface on 

the circmnference of work bv pressing a straight or diamond shaped pattern. It is 

.per.formed with a special knurling tool which is made in several patented styles. 

Set the knlU"ling tool in the tool post so that knurls are the same distance 

above and below the centre line of the work and parallel to it. Make sure both rolls 

are in contact with the work. Set the machine for a medimTI feed and speed, force 

the rolls into the work, and engage the longitudinal feed. Cut the full length without 

stopping the carriage, or rings will be left in surface. 

Dialllond knmling is used to improve the appearance of a part alld to provide 

a good grippiD g surface for levers alld tool holders . Rolls for straight line patterns 

are used to increase the size of a part for press fits in light - duty application. Either 

pattern can be had in coarse, medimn or fine pitch. 

1. 10.7 TAPER - TURNING - A taper may be defined as a uniform increase·in 

dialneter on a workpiece for a given length measured parallel to the axis. Tapers are 

very useful ,machine elements that are used for mallY purposes. 

Tapers are used on machines because of their capacity to align and hold parts 
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and to re-align when they are repeatedly assembled and dis-assembled. Many parts 

~Uld tools made 111 lathes have tapered surfaces, varying from the short steep tapers 

found on bevel gears and lathe centre ends to the long gradual tapers fOlmd on the 

mandrels. 

There are several methods oftuming a taper. The most cOlmnonly used 

methods are : 

( a) Using the compound slide or rest. 

(b) Off-setting the workpiece from the centre. 

( c) U sing the taper hIDling attachment. 

And other methods include; the use of a fonn tool, and the use of a tracer or 

CNC hithe. 

Each method has it's advantages and disadvantages, so the kind of taper 

needed on a workpiece should be the deciding factor in the selection of the method 

that will be used. Generally, only short tapers can be hIDled. Taper turning is 

perfonned like any other tunliug or boring operations. 

1.10.8 FILING - It is perfonned on a lathe to obtain a fine finish or reduce a 

diameter slightly. It is difficult to produce a true cylinder by filing, so other factors 

being equal, adopt soine other methods of flllish ing if possible. 

Employ, a single - cut, smooth, mill file, and hold the tip between the thumb 

and fore fmger of one hand, and handle with the other hand. Take light strokes at a 

slight angle to the work, and move along the work with overlapping strokes until the 
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whole surface have been covered. 

Don ' t hold the file still and rotate the work against it. Work just as in bench 

filing, but less preSSlrre. This is rather a dangerous job, so take care that your arms 

. or fore fingers don't touch the chuck or get jammed against the tool rest. Don't use 

a file without a handle, if it sticks and bites in, the file tang can be driven into your 

palm, causing 3eriolls injury. 

Filing should be done at higher speeds than tunling and the machine ways 

should be covered with paper or cloth as protection against the fine chips. 

1.10.9 DRILLING - It is perfonned on a lathe with the same types of tools used 

in a drill press. In the lathe, however, the work, rather than the tool turns. Small 

straight-shank drills are held in drill chuck in the tailstock. Larger, taper-shank drills 

may be held directly in the tailstock spindle or in an adaptor. Some drilling may be 

done with the dri II held in the headstock spindle and the work sllPported by a 

special tailstock centre. 

Hold the work in a chuck if it is short, or in a chuck and steady rest if it 

projects far beyond the chuck, make Slrre it is faced square and nmning tnle before 

starting to drill. Start the hole with a centre drill at the centre of the face. Advance 

the tailstock until the drill almost touches the work, and clamp it to the ways. 

Feed the drill with the tailstock hand-wheel. If the drill wobbles as it starts to 

cut, put a tool holder in the tool post and bring the butt end up very close to the drill 
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point to hold it steady. A scale on the tailstock spindle enables the depth of full 

penetration to be measured; but be sure to note the scale reading at the start of the 

cut. 

For deep holes, advance the entire tailstock beyond the range to prevent the 

spindle from being fed. 

For large holes, drill a small pilot hole to the full length. This will prevent the 

large drill from nll1ning out. 

For holes more than about 3 diameter deep, back the drill out of the hole at 

. frequent interval s to clear the chips. 

1.10.10 THREADING OR SCREW CUTTING - Thread cutting is an 

important nmctiOl of the engine lathe and is perfomled by establishing a positive 

elationship between the rotation of the spindle and the feed of the carriage. For 

example, if a screw is to have 8 threads per inch (tpi), the spindle must rotate 8 

times while the carriage moves exactly 1 inch. Spindle speed and carriage feed ratio 

is detennined by a series of gears in the quick - change gearbox. 

The nature of the thread to be cut detennines the type of cutting tool to be 

used. Special forms are required for national standard, Acme, whit worth, square 

and other types . 

Threads can be cut with a tool bit ground to a 60° point, with the face flat and 

the end relieved at both sides for extenlal threading. And for intenlal threading, the 

same type of tool bit is used and held in a boring tool, setting the compound rest at 
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29° improves the operation. The tool is set squarely in the tool post, and with the 

compOlmd rest set to feed squarely across the ways. 

The tool for National Standard (NS) thread is ground to an accurate 60° V, 

and is relieved at the end and on both sides. The tool for square threads has no relief 

at the front end. A 90° angle at this point prevents digging in. Circular form tool may 

be used in a special tool holder for external threading. 

To ensure an accurate thread, set the tool such that the centerline of the V is 

exactly perpendicular to the axis of the work. To cut a thread, set the speed at about 

one-third to one-quarter of the nonnal turning speed for the particular material, 

advance the tool until it just scratches the work, and engage the leadscrew by 

shifting the half-nut lever. 

1.10.11 POLISHING - Polishing is sometimes performed on a lathe to obtain a 

fine finish or reduce a diameter slightly. It is done with a strip of abrasive cloth 

stretched over file or placed over the work and held with the fingers. The finer the 

abrasives, the slower the cut and the higher tlle finish. A drop of oil on the cloth will 

give a still [mer finish. 

Polishing should be done at higher speed tllan turning and cover the machine 

ways with paper or cloth as protection against the powdered abrasives. 

1.10.12 CENTRE DRILLING - When work is held and hmled between 

centres, a centre hole is required on each end of the work piece. The centre hole 
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must have a 60° angle to conform to the centre and have a smaller drilled hole to 

clear the centre's point. Tllis centre hole is made with a centre drill, often reffered to 

as a combination drill and cowlter sink. 

These urills are available in a range of sizes from lis to 3l~ inch body 

diameter and are classified by munbers from 00-8 which are nonnally stamped on 

the drill body. Facing the workpiece is ahnost always necessary before centre 

drilling because an lmeven surface can push sideways on the fragile centre drill 

point and break it. 

Centre drills are usually held in a drill chuck in the tailstock, while the 

workpieces are most often supported and turned in a lathe chuck for centre drilling. 

As a rule centre holes are drilled by rotating the work in a lathe chuck and feeding 

the centre drill into the work by means of a tail stock spindle. 

1.11 LATHE SAFETY 

The workpiece on the lathe rotates, usually at lligh speed and with a 

considerable amount of power bellind it. As such when using the lathe, you must 

understand and obey the following safety rules. 

(a) Only trained workers adequately briefed to operate the machine by the 

responsible person are allowed to work after they had participated in the obligatory 

training for prevention of accidents. 

(b) Correct dressing is important :- It is strictly forbidden for tlle operator to wear 

wrist watches, rings, necklaces, neckties or dresses whose loose - fitting parts can 
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be picked up and draw in. Roll up your sleeves. Wear your apron and put on your 

safety glasses to protect your eyes from swarf if the lathe has no chip guard. 

(c) Make s lre your workpiece is set up securely and tightly, when using chucks 

and collets. And the chuck key must 110t be left in the chuck, not even at it's steady 

position. 

(d) The covers of the rotating parts must continuously be closed. All rotating and 

moving parts represent hazard, and the hands should be kept clear. Do not be 

tempted to touch swarf, stationary or moving with the bare hands or a deep cut can 

result; stop the machine and use a swarf - hook. 

( e ). When staIiing the operation of the lathe, the operator must check the right 

rotating sense . And always check in what direction aIld how fast the carriage or 

cross feed will move before you turn on the automatic feed. 

(t) Only the operator may stay in the strict area of the machine when it is in 

operation. Accidents happen when your mind is distracted. 

(g) COOlaIlt should be fed to the job through pipes, not brushed on, and the 

machine should be allowed to stop itself - hands are too delicate aIld precious to use 

as brake baIlds on the chuck. 

(h) Stop the lathe before making adjustments. And never measure workpiece 

while it is tUTIling. 

(1) It is LUlsafe to have small - diameter workpiece extended more thaIl all inch or 

two (251llill to 50mm) from a chuck or collet unless it is supported by the tailstock 

centre. 
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(D Kecp rags, cul ton waste, and brushes (1\"(\) I rom toob \\: I!lt tuming. 

(k) Do not nUl the carriage or compound slide into a tlm1ing chuck. 

(1) When holding the workpiece between centres, make sure to use centres of the 

right size cllld with !:!-iod pointS. Never LI se ,1 so ft centre in the t lilstock. Apply oi l or 

\vhite kCld 1\1 ,.11 1 ~tl t I, centre, ,lIul ;l(;.iLl s. it j)! , leI I . ff it is tUt ;"/11. the point will 

heat up and bun1 off. 

(m) Make sure the tool bits are sharp and ground to the correct shape. Set them at 

the proper height and angle to the work. 

(n) After setting up the lathe, remove all wrenches, oil can s, ~ll1d other tools from 

the work area. When the workpiece is held on a face plate, give the face plate one 

complete tlm1 by hand to make sure the work will not strike any pmt of the lathe. 

(0) Never removc the guards ewer belts ,m el gC;lrs, shut off t1 . flower at the 

switch boarel before removing !.wards . .... ~ 

(P) In case of power cut, switch off the main switch. (Tun1 it to the " off " 

position). ATTENTION! If any disorder occur during the operatlOl1. the main switch 

must be tumed off at once. 
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CHAPTER TWO: FACING MACHINING OPERATI ON 

2.1 FACING 

The material to be machined llsually has ber>n CLit in (l P Vcl saw, so the 

piece is not square on the end or cut to the specified length. Facing is done to obtain 

a flat surface on the end of cylindrival workpieces or on the fal:' c.>j' parts clamped in 

a chuck or face plate. 

Facing and centre drilling the workpiece are often the tIl ,~t steps taken in a 

turning project to produce a stepped shaft or a sleeve from solid material. Facing 

produces a plane perpendicular to the lathe axis by moving the "ingle point tools in 

the carriagc so that the feed motion is either towards or away f "n the centre of the 

lathe. If the tool moves towards the centre line or centre of the 13thc, the operation is 

reffered to as FACING INWARD. If the tool moves away from the centre of the 

lathe the operation is reffered to as F ACING OUTWARD. 

Facing fro111 the centre out produces a better finish, but 11 i ' difficult to cut on 

a solid face in the centre. Facing from the outside is more con\"cillent since heavier 

cuts may be taken and it is easier to work to the scribed lines. 

2.2 FACING TOOLS 

Variety of tools ai"e used del ~ndin g upon the type offac i .. _ operation that is 

to be lU1dertaken. 

When facing from the centre out, a right - hand turning tool in a left - hand 

tool holder is the best arrangement but when facing from the oLl "ide to the centre, a 

left - hand tool in a right - hand or straight tool holder can be UI.: vl!. 
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Tile: most comliH Illy USCG I. ~L(1pe:S for I, Il1g (:)Ul tell' ) are shown in fig 

2.1 and J1CY ill clude thL fo llowjl)C'. 

(a) Right - hand roughing and tllming tool. 

(b) Right - hand finishing too'. 

(c) Left - hand rouglting tool. 

(d) Left - hand finishing tool. 

(e) Right - cut and left - cut side facing tools. 

~ I 
I 
I~ 

~ 

(a) (b) (c) ! (d) 

'''\ 
\ , 

l 

(e) 

FIGURE 2.1 - COMMONLY USED TOOL SHAPES FOR FACING 

(SURFACING) 

2.3 SPEED 

Speeds (rpm) for lathe hmling a workpiece are detennincd in essentially the 

same way as speeds for drilling tools. The only difference is tllC1t th diameter of the 

work is Llsed instead of the diameter of the drill . 
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In facing operations, the outside diameter of the workpiec(" has greater 

surface speed than it's centres . F 1] tlm~ reason t l )(~ rpm should " ( as the tool is 

moved in or out. This is easily done with a variable speed control on the machine, 

but when belts or gears must be changed, the feed must be disengaged and the lathe 

stopped. 

Two 01' three speed changes on facing work may be requi red in order to get a 

unifonn [111ish, depending on the size of the work. For facing work, the outside 

diameter is always used to detennine maximum rpm. 

Thus RPM = CS x 4 
D 

where; 

CS - Cutting Speed 

D - Diameter of workpiece 

RPM - Revolutions per minute 

A right-hand (RH) or left-hand (LH) roughing or fin ishing tool often 

used for facing in chuck mowlted workpieces. The right-cut or left-cut side facing 

tool is used for shaft ends and mandrel work, it has a very little nose radius and an 

inclined angle of 58' degrees . This facing tool is not used for chucking work, 

however, as it is a relatively weak tool. 

The right-hand facing tool is specially grOlU1d or shaped to 1"11 in the angle 

between the centre and the face of the workpiece mOlUlted between centres to 

enable the workpiece to be faced. Both right- hand and left-hand i'acing tools are 
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used for facing work held on mandrels. Care should be raken Wilen machining 

pressure is toward the small end of a tapered mandrel (usually t )\ 'a rd the tailstock). 

Excessive pressure may loosen the work piece on the mandrel. 

Tuming to size and facing on a shoulder or off set require.' a tool that can cut 

on both the end and the side . R cghil1s should be done on botl. .! ..; diameter and 

face before finishing to size. The diameter is usually the critical lllmension and 

should therefore be fInished to size after the face is fInished. 

2.4 FACING OPERA TIO 

The work most often is held in a tlu'ee or - four jaw chue" ff the chuck is to 

be removed from the lathe spindle, a lathe board must be placel1 on the ways. 

A facing cut (fig 2.2) is taken when the tool follows a path at 90° to the lathe 

centre line, this is achi eved through movement of the cross slide. ei ther by hand or 

automatic trav~rse. Facing or oth~r tool machining should not b; l.one on 

workpieces extending more than five diameters from the chuck J~ws . The carriage 

must be locked to bed with the carriage -lock screw when taking facing cuts as the 

cutting pressure can cause the tool and carriage to move away, \/hi ch would make 

the faced surface curved rather than flat. 

Facing operation can be lmdertaken tlrrough the following steps :-

(1) Move the tailstock lmtil the dead centre just touches the live centre. Be sure 

the centres are aligned. If they are not, move the top casting of !'c tailstock toward 

or away [Tom you. 
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(2) Fasten the lathe dog to one end of the workpiece. 

(3) Move the tailstock assembly until the opening between centres is a little 

longer than the workpiece. Lock the tailstock in position . 

(4) Slip the tail of the lathe dog in the opening in the drive pi cHe . Place the 

workpiece between the centres. Apply a lubricant to the dead - centre hole, use 

white lead oil. Tighten the dead - centre until the workpiece is held snugly. It 

should not be so loose or so tight that the dead - centre becomes bunled. 

Remember that since metal expands when heated, you will have to re-adjust 

the dead-centre after two or three cuts. 

(5) Place a facing tool in a toolholder with the point well extended. The shape of 

the tool depends upon the type of facing operation to be undert(l ken . 

(6) Place the toolholder in the tool post, with the point cutting edge at right 

angles to the centre line. Adjust tlllS by eye. 

(7) Face the right end of the workpiece, placing your left hand on the carriage 

hand wheel and your right hand on the cross feed handle. This is done when a right

cut side facing tool is placed in the tool holder. 

(8) For rough cuts, choose a left-cut rouglling tool. The tool is fed from tlle 

outside of the workpiece toward the lathe centre. A roughing feed could be from 

.005 to .015 inch. 

For fInishing cuts, use a right-cut facing tool clamped in a left - hand holder. 

The tool is always fed from the centre hole toward the outside. A fmislling feed is 

from .003 to .OCDS inch . 
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Finer feeds should be used for finishing than for roughin! . Adjust the tool 

holder lmtil the cutting edge is at an angle of about 8 to 10 degr2es to the workpiece 

face. Use the power cross - feed for large diameter stock. The cross feed is one half 

to one third that of the longitudinal fed. The ratio is usually listed on the index plate 

of the quick - change gearbox. Use of cutting oils will help pro ce better finishes 

on finish facing cuts. 

(9) Move the carriage to the left until a light .cut is taken. Then feed the tool. 

Reverse the workpiece in the ·lathe . When face the other end. 

CHUCK 

-.-- --- -----@--- -._. _.. _- -- ---
SINGLE-POINT ...---

TOOL 

TOOL FEED 

FIGURE 2.2 - FACING CUT 

Facing to length may be accomplished by trying a cut and measuring with a 

hook rule or by facing to previously made layout line. A more precise method is to 

use the graduations on the micrometer collar of the compound. The compOlmd is set 

so that it's slide is parallel to the ways. The carriage is locked in place and a trial cut 
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is taken with the micrometer collar set on. The workpiece is measured with a 

micrometer and the desired length is subtracted from the measurement; the 

remainder is the amOlmt you should remove by facing. 

Half centres (fig 2.3) are made to make the job easier, but they should be 

used only for facing and not for general hmring. If the tail stock is move off centre 

away from the operator, the shaft end will be cov~ if it is moved toward the 

operator, it will be concave. The half centre resembles a regular centre, but has one 

side partly grOlUld away to provide more clearance for the tool. Long workpieces, 

however are generally faced by chucking one end and supporting the other in a 

steady rest. 

FIGURE 2 .3 - HALF CENTRE MAKE FACING SHAFT ENDS EASIER 
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CHARTER THREE: BORING AND CUTTING OR PARTING -

MACHINING OPERATIONS 

3.1 BORING 

The tenll "BORING" on an engine lathe is applied to intel'nal cutting with a 

single point tool. It is the chief means of enlarging and trueing an existing or drilled 

hole. 

Boring can be used to conect errors in concentricity and alignment of a 

previously drilled hole. The hole can be finished to size by boring without the use 

of a reamer as would be the case when producing non - standard diameter for which 

a reamer was not available. Boring is also use to produce a recess which may not be 

practical by drilling and reaming. It is usually limited to a finish i 'g operation after 

the hole must have been drilled. 

3.2 BORING TOOL 

The tool may be of one piece construction, forged to the required shape, but it 

is usually more convenient to employ a round bar with a small tool bit inserted near 

one end (fig 3.2) 

Large variety of boring bars and holders are used. Boring bars designed for 

small holes (12.5 mm and smaller) are usually the forged type( fi ~ 3.1 ). The forged 

end is sharpened by grinding when the bar gets grOLU1d too far back, it must be re

shaped or discarded . 
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FIGURE 3.1 - FORGED BORING BAR 

Boring for holes with dial ctcr over 12.Smm Llse high SpCl j tool inserts, 

which are typically hand ground in the form of a left -hand turning tool. These tools 

Call be removed from the bar for re-sharpening when needed. The cutting tool can 

be held at various angles to obtain different result, which makes tbe boring bar 

useful for mallY applications. Standard bal's generally comes with a tool angles of 

30, 45 or 90 degrees . Some boring bars are made for carbide inserts. 

D 

FIGURE 3.2 - BORING BAR WITH INSERTED TOOL hIT 

Boring bar is clamped in a holder mOlmted on the carriage compOlmd slide. 

Boring tool must be smaller then the bore it is producing, alld this invariably results 

in a thin flexible tool. For this reason, it is not usually possible to take deep cuts, 

and care must be taken to avoid vibration. Boring tools must have sufficient side 

relief and end relief to be efficient cutting tools, but usually bacl ' rake is not 

normally used. The end relief should be between 10 and 20 deg ·~e . Insufficient 
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end relief will allow the heel of the tool to rub on the workpiece. The machinist 

must use judgement when grinding the end relief because the larger the bore, the 

less end relief is required. If the end relief of the tool is relieved too much, the 

cutting edge will be weak and break down. 

In selecting a boring tool, choose the thickest one which wi ll enter the hole, 

to ensure maximum rigidity. Ensure also that adequate secondaI)' clearance is 

provided in relation to the size of bore being produced. 

3.3 SPEED 

Speeds and feeds for boring are detennined in the same vay as they are for 

extenlal tunling. Such as facing, cutting, or parting - off etc. 

3.4 BORING OPERATION 

Most boring is performed on workpieces mounted in a chuck. But it is also 

done in the end of work pieces supported by a steady rest. A drilled hole for boring 

can be from 1/.,,2 to 1/ 16 inch (.7938 - 1. 587 1 mm) 

Boring to size predictable is also done in the SaIne way as in extenlal tunling 

except that the cross feed screw is hmled counter - clockwise to move the tool into 

the work. All boring work should have the edges and comers brolren or chatnfered. 

Boring operation is illustrated in fig. 3.3. 

Steps through which boring operation CaIl be undertaken on a lathe machine 

are as follows :-
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1. Hold the boring tool in the holder so it projects only just far enough to 

complete the job, and use the longest tool that will clear the hole to obtain maximum 

rigidity. 

2. For short lengths, the tool may be mounted cantilevered in the tool post. 

While for long lengths to avoid excessive vibrations, it is preferable to secure the 

. work piece to the lathe bed while the boring bar is clamped in jaws at one end and 

supported in the tailstock at it's other end, is driven. 

3. Set the cutting edge exactly on centre line of the workpiece, so tlle dial 

graduations on the cross feed will read accurately in thousandths of an inch. 

4. Start the machine and use the calculated ll)m of the spind!c. 

5. Take trial cuts and check the diameter can:Jully before el.i--L ging the 

longitudinal feed. It may be necessary to take several trial cuts to obtain tlle [mal 

diameter, but remember that it is easy to take a little more stock off, but there is no 

way of putting it back on, except by welding, metallizing or plati:1g. 

B RING BAR 

SADDLE TRAVERSE 

FIGURE 3.3 - BORING OPERATION 
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Venliet calipers are used by machinist for intenlal measuring, though the 

telescoping gauge and outside micrometer are most commonly used for the precision 

measurement of small bores because they can take a more accurate measurement. 

Inside micrometers can be used for bores over 1 II:. inches (38 1111 1) . Precision bore 

gauges are llsed where many bores are checked for similar size, . Llch as for 

acceptable tolerance. 

Chatter is the vibration between a workpiece and a tool because of the lack of 

rigid support for the tool. Chatter is a great problem in boring operations since the 

bar must exteild away from the support of the compowld. For thi s reason, boring 

bars should be kept back into their holders as far as practicable . Tuned boring bars 

can be adjusted so that their vibration is dampened. 

If chatter occurs when boring, one or more of the following may help to 

eliminate the vibration of the boring tool. 

1. Shorten the boring bar overhang, if possible. 

2. Increase feed. 

3. Make sure that the tool is on centre . 

4. Reduce the spindle speed. 

5. Use a boring bar as large in diameter aspossible without it binding in the hole. 

6. Reduce the use radius on the tool. 

7. Apply cutting oil to the bore. 

Boring bars sometimes spring away from the cut and cause bell mouth, a 

slight taper at the front edge of a bore. One or two extra cuts (C~ lI ed free cuts) 
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taken without increasing the infeed will Llsually eliminate the pro l)\em. 

Through boring is the boring of a work-piece from one end to the other or all 

the way through it. For through boring, the tool is held in a bar that is perpendicular 

to the axis of the workpiece. A slight side cutting edge angle is often used for 

through boring. 

COlU1ter boring in a lathe is process of enlarging a bore for definite length. 

The shoulder that is produced in the end of the counter bore is usually made square 

(90 degrees) to the lathe axis. 

Boring and counter boring are also done on long workpieccs that are 

supported in a steady rest. 

3.5 CUTTING OR PARTING OFF MACHINING OPERATION 

This is the process of cutting - off materials to the correct ()'" required length. 

Two smfaces perpendicular to the lathe axis are produced by moving the single 

point tool in the carriage so that the feed motion is toward the centre of the lathe. 

3.6 PARTING TOOLS 

When a piece is to be cut - off from the stock a cut - off or parting tool is 

. employed. Parting tools are also for necking or lU1dercutting, extenlal grooving and 

thread relief. 

It may be a narrow, square - nosed tool, tapering back abclIt 2° on each side 

to prevent friction between tool and work, having a 2° relief on e~l~h side, or it may 
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be in the fonn of a narrow blade held in a special tool holder. In lead of being 

square, the cutting edge may be beveled to prevent leaving a bun on the piece of cut 

- off. 

Parting tools (fig 3.4) are tools made in either straight or u.lset types . Al] 

parting and grooving tools have a tendency to chatter; therefore any set up must be 

as rigid as possible. 

r FEED 

STRAIGHT 

FIGURE 3.4 - PARTING TOOL 

FEED 

CRANYED 

PaIiing or cut - off tools (fig 3.5) are designed to withstand high cutting 

forces, but if chips are not sufficiently cleared or cutting fluid is not used, these tools 

can quickly jaIn aI1d break. The width of the tools will vary according to the size of 

work, but should be between 3mm and 8Imn. Cutting - off tools are set exactly on 

the workcentre, clamped tightly cmd with the minimum of OVerh2.11g. 
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1-2° (a) (c) 

FIGURE 3.5 - STYLES OF EDGES OF CUTTING - OFF TOOLS. 

Fig 3.5 (a), with tIns practice, the work cut breaks off before the tool reaches 

~t's centre and thus receives a projection which has to be remo\\. \Vith a file or 

chisel. To eliminate the projection, the tool cutting edge should be gTOlmd so as to 

fonn a 10° bevel facing the chuck. 

Fig 3.5 (b), with tIns style of cutting edge, the proj ection remains at the 

stock end and is removed by further advancing the tool. The auxlliary plan angles of 

cutting - off tools are 1 - 2°. 

To obtain a good end surface of the cut work, the end tool edges are 

fumished with narrow lands 2 - 3111111 long (fig 3.5 (c) . The clearance of tIle cutting-

off tool is 12°, tIle auxilliary clearance angles are about 2° . All the other angles and 

elements of the cutting - off tools correspond to those of the strai ght tunling tools. 

Lathe tools are often specially grOlUld as parting tools for small or delicate 

parting jobs. These tools should be ground slightly wider at the C ltting edge to clear 

the tool in the cut. 
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Diagonally grow1d parting tools leave no burr. 

Cranked parting tools are used for parting - off near chuck; grooving near 

another face. 

Straight parting tools are used in pmiing - olT in lathe am. ,tl tting grooves. 

3.7 SPEED 

A low speed should be used for parting; if the tool chatter , reduce the speed. 

A feed that is too light can cause chattef, but a feed that is too heavy can jam the 

tool. The tool should always be making a chip. Hand feeding the tool is best at first, 

before you can later engage the automatic feed. The speed used could be one - half 

or two - thirds that for turning and feed in the tool slowly. 

3.8 CUTTING OR PARTING - OFF OPERATION 

Work should not extend very far from the chuck when parting or grooving, 

nd no parting should be done in the middle of a workpiece Of at the end near the 

dead centre. This is because the tool will bind in the cut when the material is almost 

cut through. When the workpiece is cut - off near the dead centre, the same binding 

problem exists withthe additional problem of the work climbing on the tool when it 

is cut - off. This could break the tool and possibly damage the machine. 

Before parting - off, the carriage should be locked against lengthwise 

movement, and the compOlmd slide set in line with the bed. 
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Parting or cutting off operation is illustrated 1n fig. 3.6 and can be lUldertaken 

through the following steps: 

1. T1IDl the outside of the workpiece as you would if it were he ld between 

centres. 

2. The cut - off tool is clamped in position. 

3. Mark the location of the cut. Make sure that the blade is at right angle to the 

work and on centre . 

4. The speed should be about two - thirds or one - half that for ttIDling. 

5. Carefully feed the cutting tool slowly into the work by hand. 

When it has penetrated to about the depth of it's width, withdraw it, and 

move it a few thousandths sideways with the compound slide; feed in again, and 

after a further sllnilar penetration lllto the solid metals, bring it out and move it 

sideways a slight amount to the other side of it' s original position and so on. 

Apply plenty of cutting lubricant. Sulphurized cuttlllg oil works best for 

parting unless the lathe is equipped with a coolant pump and a stf':ldy flow of 

soluble oil is available. 
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W CHIP SECTION GLE POINT TOOL 

FEED 

FIGURE 3.6 - PARTING OR CUTTING - OFF 

Parting alloy steels and other metals is sometimes difficult, and step - parting 

may help in these case. When deep paning difficult materials, extend the cutting tool 

from the holder a short distance and part 10 that depth . Then back off the cross feed 

and extend the tool a bit further; part to that depth. Repeat the process until the 

centre is reached. 

Often, difficulties in the operation of parting - off may be overcome by 

working with the tool upside down ; and either locating the tool at tl e back of the 

work or flUllling the lathe reversed. The tool should always be as near as possible to 

the chuck 
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CHAPTER FOUR: PROGRAlVI DESIGN FOR MACHINING 

OPERATIONS 

When wldertaking machining operations using the manual system, the talents 

of a highly skilled operator are poorly utilized due to the fact that perfonning 

repetitive or variety of operations will be in fragments, bringing about fatique or 

oredom which inturn does have adverse effect on production 01\t1 nt. 

From the analysis made above, it is very convincing nov. t h~ t, there is a 

problem at hand which need to be addressed. A system should be recommemded to 

take care of the existing problem in order to solve the problems associated with 

using maJ.malsystem in machining operations, to ensure a faster ~nd more efficient 

service rate. After the recOlIDnendation aJ.ld a conclusion has been reached that it is 

more desirable or better, the next important tiring is to design a befitting system, 

which will be less tasking, ease of manipulation and other virtues that will give 

room for achievement for better results. 

The choice of progrmmning language is an importaJ.lt factor to be considered 

when developing a new system. Basic programming language has been choosen as 

the language to be use due to it vast feature ideal. 

The features include the following:-

a. It is a simplified graIIDnar and relatively less nmnber of statements. 

b. It is relatively easy to lmderstand and quick to leam . 

c. It is relatively easy to code. 
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d. It provides interactive computing. 

e. It is the most commonly used prognnmrung language for lnini and 

micro-computer system because of it's small interpreter and cOllJ iJi 1er. 

4.1 MAIN MENU PROGRAM DESIGN 

The main menu program incorporates the three machjlling operations namely 

Facing, Boring and Cutting or Parting-off. It is from this menu that you will choose 

which of the operation you would want to undertake. It has aflow chart, and shows 

the way in which the machining operations can be accessed. 
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START 

"COMPUTERISED MACHINING 
OF COMPONENT USING A 

CENTRE (ENGINE) LAHTE MACHINE" 

"DO YOU WANT TO MACHINCE 
A COMPONENT ?(Y IN) " 

NO 

MAIN MENU 
1. FACING 
2. BORING 
3. CUTTING ORPARTING·OFF 
4. END OF MACHINING OPERATION 

"----.----..... 
l~ . END OF 
. ,r. r:IN IN G 
i~ ER.v..TI ONS 

t 

:) . C3T '.L' ING 
OR FART TN G 

- . OFF 

{ .. ____ ST_O_P __ --J} 
~- 74 

FIGURE 4.1 MAIN MENU FLOW CHART 
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4.2 FACING PROGRAM DESIGN 

It comprises of a flow chart and set of instructions to follo' , when 

1.11' dertaking facing mClchi r. ing operation. 

START 

TO UNDERTAKE A 
FACING OPERATION 

INPUT 
W$, D,F$, C 

R =C+41D 

W$- WORKPIECE MATERIAL 
,---------, D-DIAMETER OF WORKPIECE 

PRINT 
D F$CR 

STOP 

F$-FACING TOOL MATERIAL 
C -CUTTING SI.lEED OF 
MATERIAL 
R-SPINDLE SPEED 

FIGURE 4.2 FACING OPERATION FLOW CHART 
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r· j c::. 

4.3 lAM DESIGl BORING PROGI 

It comprises of a fl ow chart and set of instructions to follow when 

uudertaking boring machi lUng operation 

.' 

j 

( 

( START 

TO UNDERTAKE A 
EORING OPERATION 

j INPUT 
W$, D, B$, C 

R=C+41D 

----'--------. W$- WORKPn~CE MATERIAL 
PRINT 

\\ '$, D, B$,C,R 
, 

D-DIAMETER OF WORKPIECE 
B$-BORING '1 ()OL MATERIAL 

C -CUTTING SPEED OF 
MATERIAL 

__ ---L--_____ R-SPINDLE SPEED 
STOP 

FIGURE 4.3 BORING OPERATION FLOW CHART 
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4.4 CUTTlNG OR P!.RTING-OFF PROGEAl\1 DESIG. r 

It comprises of a flow chart and set of instructions to follow when 

undertaking cutting or parting-off machining operation. 

START 

TO UNDERTAKE A 
CUTTING OR PARTING- I 

OFF OPERATION 

INPUT 
W$, D,P$, C 

=C+41D 

PRINT 
W$, D, P$,C,R 

STOP 

W$- WORKPIECE MATERIAL 
D-DIAMETER OF WORKPIECE 
P$-PARTING TOOL MATERIAL 
C -CUTTING SPEED OF 
MATERIAL 
R-SPINDLE SPEED 

FIGURE 4.4 CUTTING OR PARTING-OFF FLOW CHART 
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CHAPTER FIVE: PROGRAM TESTING AND CONCLUSION 

The basic programmn g language is used, which is contained in the diskette. 

The pr06rram file nane lls(;d is SULE. 

After booting the system, at the dot prompt you will see C \ :> which implies 

that the computer is currently in drive C, that is the hard disk drive. 

To change from the hard disk drive to drive A where the probrram file is, 

follow the steps below: 

a. To change to drive A - Type A: at the dot prompt. 

i.e C:\>A :..-J ( ..-J -Return key) 

A:\> will appear at the dot prompt which implies that the computer is in drive A. 

b. To change di rectory to Basic 

Type CD BASIC at the dot prompt 

i.e A : \ >CD BASIC ..-J 

A:\>BASIC> will appear at dot prompt which implies that the computer is in basic 

directory. 

At the dot prompt type T 3 SULE 

i.e A:\> BASIC>,TB SULE ..-J 



S. l MAIN MENU PRO RAM TESTING 

The main menu program consists of facing, boring and cutting or parting-off 

machining operations and it is from this menu that the whole system is operated. 

The first four statements or commands at the begining of the program are 

remarks llsed to provide i11fonnatio11 for you or all,' one else reading your program; 

they provide no 111fonnation to the computer. 

PRINT Statement is an executable command, it displays program output on the 

screen and it also provides certain ways of controlling the alig11l11ent and spacing of 

print-outs in the temlinal. 

1. JPUT Statement allow the llser to prepare the program for input from the keyboard 

during program execution which makes it suitable for interactive use. 

During program execution when the computer gets to statement 60, it will 

display " DO YOU WANT TO MACHINE A COMPONENT? (YIN)" on the 

screen. It will then proceed to statement 80 to display" ENTER YOUR OPTION 

PLEASE"; A$ and wait for the option to be keyed in before continuing with 

program execution. If the ption is "Y" it will proceed to statemelJt 100 otherwise it 

goes to statement 90 and tenmnate the program. 

If the optio11 is "Y" the screen will be cleared eeLS) and the contents of 

statements 110 through 210 will be displayed on the screen. when a choice is 

elected the computer goes to statement 230 and carryout the machining operation 

~1l that particular subroutine . 
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Statement 210, the computer will only go to statement 230 lfthe choice 

entered is not greater than 4. If it is greater when t ~le computer gets to statement 

:no, it will clear screen (CLS), an error message BEEP.BEEP and " WRONG 

CHOICE PLEASE TRY AGAIN" will be displayed on the screen. The computer 

will encounter GOTO 110 statement, which implies that it should go back to 

statement 110 and staIt program execution to statement 210 where it will wait for 

the conect choice to be made before proceeding. 

GOSUB statement is used to branch to aI1d retun1 from a subroutine. 

Statement 230, those numbers after GOSUB are the subroutine numbers for 

r achining operations. Statement 235 is a conditional traI1sfer staetement that 

instnlcts the computer to go some where If ( but on1 / if) a certain condition is met . 

I-\s such if the choice selected is 4 it proceeds to statement 240, clears screen aI1d 

display "END OF MACHINING OPERATIONS" on the screen otherwise it goes 

b2.ck to statement 110 to LUldertake another machining operation . After displaying 

s1 tement 240 it proceeds to statement 250 to display" END OF PROGRAM" on 

the screen. 

Statement 260, the last line in your program should have the key word END. 

'::.'his helps the computer by indicating the physical end of the material you are giving 

it. Moreover, if computer reaches this line when running the progrh n it will stop. 
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~.2 FACI G P OGRA:\1 TESTING 

If the choice 1 is selected from the main menu program, the computer leaves 

~1atement 230 and proceeds to statement 300 to commence facing mahining 

opcT'ltion. 

Statement 305 tells the type of operation to be lUldertakell in th is particular 

subrountine. Statements . 32"5,360',415 l<425will be displayed on the screen and 

t.ne computer will continue with program execution on each line only if the required 

infonnation have been keyed in by the user. 

LET is an assignment statement , it assigns the value of an expression to a 

variable and it is optional in basic prograImning .The statement LET R = C+41D 

instructs the computer to evaluate the expression on the right-hand side of the equal 

sign and th~]1 lllsert that valLl~ in the mai l box ( vc:.riab!e ) indicatel 0n the left-hand 

side of the equal sign. 

Statements i~55through495 displays those data needed for undertaking facing 

operation. Statement j:1 0 tells the next step to be talren after getting the required 

infonnations for the operation and statement 52~ t,;11s how the cutti ng tool is used to 

undertake the operation. When the computer encOlUlters statement ~) 3.0 it will 

automatically go to the statement following the GOSUB from which it transferred, 

a 1d continue program execution. 
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.3.3 BORING PRAGRA I\1 TESTING 

If choice 2 is select ~d r0111 the main menu "'2"[am the c_, I }uter leaves I '-, , 

statement 230 and proceeds ,0 statement ).+0 to c- Illl11ence borin _ lllachining 

operation. 

Statement 545 tells the type of operation to be undertaken in this particular 

Sll "routine. Statement 565 , (()O , 555 and t ~~.= will oe displayed 011 me screen and the 

computer will continue wi th program exection on each line only if the required 

information have been keyed in by the user. 

LET is an assigmn ent statement, it assigns the value of an expression to a 

Y1ariable and it is optional in basic programming. 'j he statement LE r R = C + 41D 

i~lstruc s the computer to eValuate the expression 1) the right -haml side of the equal 

SlgIl and then insert that value in the mail box ( variable) indicated on the left-hand 

~'ide of the equal sign. 

Statements :: 9 S thr ugh it 35displays those data needed for cndertaking 

boring operation. Statement 750 tells the next step to be taken after getting the 

required infonnations for the operation and statement'(65 tells how the cutting tool 

is used to undertake the operation. When the computer encowlters statement 770 it 

vill automalically go to the 3tatement following the GOSUB from './hich it 

tfflflsfelTed, and continue prn.6YflliU execution. 



j 

, ,I ' ..... ~ CUTTING OR PARTING-OFF PROGRAM TESTING 

If cho;c . .; 3 is select ~d "'om the main menu 1 'l)gral11, the COP puter leaves 

,)'atement 230 and proceeds to statement 780 to COllll11enCe cutting or parting-off 

achining operation. 

Statement 785 tells tlK type of operation to 'Ie undertaken in this particular 

subroutine , Statements 805 . 40 ,.B95and gOS will be displayed on the screen and 

tIle computer will continue with program execution on each line only if the required 

infonnation have been keyed in by the user. 

LET is an assignment, it assigns the value of an expression to a variable and it 

i ' optional in basic progralIDlling. The statemen LET R = C + 4 ! 0 instructs the 

computer to evaluate the expression on the right-hand side of the equal sign and 

t .en insert that value in the mail box (variable) indicated on the left-hand side of the 

~qllal sign. 

Statements 9 3.5 throu~h 975 displays those data needed for undertaking 

cutting or parting-off operation . Statement 99 Ot:ells the next step to be taken after 

getting the required infonnations for the operation and statement 997 tells how the 

cutting tool is used to undertake the operation. When the computer encounters 

statement 999 it will automatically go to the statement following the GOSUB from 

w u ch it transferred, and continue prof,rram execution. 
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5.5 CONCLUSION 

The main aim of this r roject work is the computerisation of the steps taken 

'rhen lmdertaking machining operations using a centre (engine) lathe machine. 

When using the manual system in undertaking machining operations, the 

I}l,erators job use to be in fragments bringing about boredom or fatigue, which in

i. m has adn~rse effect on Pl J duction output. 

TIns system is designed to ease some of the difficulties encountered by the 

o erator when using the manual system. Some of the advantages that can be 

achieved when using this system includes - the technological and economic 

advantages in increasing the machine utihzation and the speed of prograImning. 

t is a system which accepts and uses the skills of the machinists, and leaves room 

or it to develop, it doesn't fragment the operator' s job and also it ensures a faster 

'l'-::.d more efficient service rate . 

The aim is not simp y to preserve the operator's existing skids . It is rather to 

make those skills more productive and to allow it to develop in a natural way into a 

new skill - the skill of using a more highly developed system. 
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. t 

A:SU LE.BAS Li ne 1 Col 1 Inser t Indent Ta b 
CLS : COLOR 15, 4 
10 REM "COM PUT ERISED MAC HINING OF COM PO NENTS USING A CENTRE (ENGINE) LATHE MACH 
20 RE M *111**111****1*1 ' PROGRAMM ER MUHA MMAD SULAIMAN LIMAN ' ********1'**** 
30 REK '.,*,******I**I*"**fl" PG D/MCS /93/94 " ***********,*****,** ** ,,**,** 
40 REM: E R : 0 
50 PRI NT 
60 PRIN T "COMPU TERISED MACHINING OF COMP ONENTS US ING A CENTRE (ENGINE) LATHE MA 
70 LO CATE 12, 15 : PRI NT" DO YOU WANT TO MACHIN E A COMPONENT ?(Y/N) " 
80 LOCATE 23, 25: COLOR 15, 3: INPUT" ENTER YOUR OPTIO N PLEASE "; AS 

. CLS 
90 IF AS : "y" OR A$ : "y" THEN 1'0 ELSE 100 
100 IF AS : !N" OR A$ ; "n" THEN END 
CLS 
110 CLS :LOCATE 8, 35: COLOR 15. 6: PRINT" 
120 LOCA TE 9, 15: COLOR 15, 3: PRI NT 
130 LOCATE 11, 15: PRINT .. 1. FA CING 
140 LOCA TE 12,15: PRIN T 
150 LOCA TE 13, 15: PRINT .. 2. BORING 
160 L0CA TE 14, 15: PRI NT 

MAIN MENU " 

170 LOCAT E 15, 15: PRI NT .. 3. cum NG OR PART lNG -Off 
180 LOCAT E 16, 15: PRINT 
190 LOCA TE 17, 15: PRINT ' 4. END OF MACH INING OPERATION" 
200 PRINT 
210 LOCATE 23, 35 : COL OR 15, 6: IN PUT ' ENTER CH OIC E "; G 

A: SULE. BAS 
220 IF G > 4 THEN 

CLS 
CO LOR 4, 7 
8EEP 
BEEP 

Li ne 47 Col i Insert Indent Tab 

PRIN T " WRONG CHO ICE PLEASE TRY AGAIN" 
GOTO 110 

ELSE 
230 ON G GOSUB 300 , 540, 780, 1000 
240 Goro 110 
END If 
260 END 
300 CLS: COLOR 15, 3 
REM **'****** SUB ROUTINE FOR FACING COM PO NENTS *.****.a* •• 
305 LOCATE 5, 15: PRINT ' TO UNDE R TAK E A FACI NG OP ERATION 
310 LOCATE 6, 15: PRINT ' 
315 LO CATE 7, 15: PRINT " MOUNT THE WOR KPI ECE IN THE CH UCK 
320 LO CA TE 8, 15: PRINT " 
325 LO CA TE 9, 15: COLOR 15, 6: INPUT" ENTER WORK PIE CE MATE RIAL "; W$ 
CLS : COLOR 15, 3 
330 PRINT 
335 PRINT 
340 LOcoTE 10, 15 : PRINT·' ~I AMP TH E FACIflG TO OL IN ·HE TOO" HDLOEx 
345 LO CAE 11. 15: PRW .. 

A:SULE .BAS Line ~d Col 1 Insert Indent Tab 
335 PRINT 
340 LOCATE 10, 15: PRINT' CLAM P THE FA CING TOOL IN THE TOOL HOL DER 
345 LOCATE 11, 15: PRINT ' 
350 PRINT 
355 PRINT 
360 LOC ATE 14, 15 : COLOR !5. 6: INPUT " ENTER FAC ING TOOL MATERIAL II ~ F$ 
CLS : COLOR 15, 3 
365 PRINT 
370 PRINT 
375 LOCATE 8, 15: PRINT" ~AR~ fHE LOCA TION OF THE CUT MAKING SUR~ 
380 LOCATE 9, 15: PRINT ' THAT THE BLA DE IS AT RIGHT ANGLE TO THE 
385 LOC~TE 10, 15 : PRINT ' ~nqKP! ECE AND ON CE NTRE. 



390 PRINT 
. 395 PRI NT 

400 LOCATE 15, 15 : PRI NT ' *1*l i**i* TO CALCULATE THE SP INDLE SPEED ***1** 
405 PRINT 
41 0 PRI NT 
415 LOCATE 18, 15 : COL OR 15, 6: INPUT" ENTE R DIAMETER OF WORKPIECE MAT ERIAL 
420 PRINT 
425 LOCATE 20 , 15 : INPU T' ENTER CUTTING SPEED OF MG TERIAL "; C 
LET R : C + 4 / D 
REM **** ****** OU TPUT OF RES ULT ***1***t * **~* * ** * ** ********* *i* * 
CLS : COLOR 15, 3 
430 PRINT 

A:SULE .BAS Li ne 92 Co l 1 Insert Indent Tab 
435 PRINT 
440 LOCATE 4, 20: PRI NT " OUTPUT OF RESULTS 
445 LOCATE 5, 20 : PRINT " ::: : ::: ::::::::::::: 
450 PRINT 
455 LOC ATE 7, 10: PRI NT " WORKPIEC E MATERIAL : "; W$ 
460 PRINT 
465 LOCATE 9, 10: PRI NT " DIAME TER OF WORK PIECE "; D 
470 PRINT 
475 LO CATE 11, 10 : PR IN T" FACING TOOL MATERIAL "; F$ 
480 PRINT 
485 LO CATE 13, 10: PRI NT " CUTTING SPEED OF MATERIAL: "; C 
490 PRINT 
495 LOCATE 15 , 10 : PRI NT" SPINDLE SPEED 
498 LOCA TE 15,35:PRINT USING "~#I#I ##### ~III.II ##";R 
500 PRINT 
505 PRINT 
510 LOCA E 18, 5: PRI NT " START TH E MACHINE AND USE THE CA LC JLA TE D 
515 LOCATE 19, 5: PRI NT " SPINDLE SPE ED FOR THE OPERAT ION. 
520 PRINT 
525 LOC ATE 21, 5: PRINT " FEED TH E CUTTING TOOL SLOWLY IN TO THE WORK PI ECE 
526 LOCATE 24,10: COL OR 0: IHPUT "P RE SS ENTER KEY TO EXIT TO MAIN MENU',E$:COLOR 
530 RETURN 
REM ******************* ****END OF SUBROUT INE 1****************************** ** 
REM *************************************************************************** 

A:SUL E.BAS Line 116 Co i l Insert Inden t Tab 
REM ******** *************t*********************************************;******* 
540 CLS : COLOR 15, 3 
RE M *********************tt******t**** *** ******************************* i****i* 
REM ***t***t****** " SUBROUTINE FOR BORING COMP ONENTS .. ************ *********'* 
545 LOCATE 5, 15 : PRI NT " TO UNDERT AKE A BORING OPERATION" 
550 LO CATE 6, 15: PRI NT " . .. 
555 LOCAT E 7, 15 : PRINT " MOUNT TH E WOR KPIEC E IN THE CHUCK" 
560 LOC ATE 8, 15: PRI NT " " 
565 LOCATE 9, 15: COL OR IS , 6: INPUT" ENTER WORK PIECE MA TE RIAL "; W$ 
CLS : CO LOR 15 , 3 
570 PRINT 
575 PRiNT 
580 LOCATE' 10, 15 : PR I~T .. CL~~P TH E BQR:,JC fCOL IN ThE TOOL HOLDER .. 
585 LOCATe 11, 15: PRI N~ .. 
590 PRINT 
595 PRINT 
600 LOCA TE 14, 15: COL OR 15 , 6: INP UT " EHlER BORING TOOL MATERIA L "; B$ 
CLS : COL OR 15 , 3 
605 PRINT 
610 PRINT 
615 LOCATE 8, 15: PRI NT" MARK THE LOCA TION OF THE CUT MAKI NG SURE 
620 LOCATE 9, 15: PRINT" THA THE BLA DE AT RIGHT ANG LE 
625 LOCATE 10, 15: PR INT Te ;HE WOR KP;E:~ q~O ON CE~TR E. 

630 PRJ Ni 



· P. :SlILt:,t~P S Line 140 Cal l Insert Inden t Tab 
635 PRINT 
640 LOCATE!5 15: PRINT" *'*,., TO CALCULATE THE SPINDL E SPE ED ****** ' 
645 PRIN1 ' 
650 PRIN T 
655 LOCAT E 18 , 15: Ca lOR IS, 6: INPUT: ,ENTER DIA MET ER 'OF WORKPIE CE MATERIAL "; 
660 PR INT 
665 lOC ATE 20, 15: INPUT' ENTER CUTTING SPEED OF MA TERIAL 
LET R : C t 4 ! 0 
REM ****tttt"Jt********* OU TPUT IF RESULT *********************************** 
CLS : COLOR!5 3 
670 PRI Nl 
675 PRI N-
680 LO CATE L' 70 : PRINT" OU TPUT OF RESULTS" 
685 LOCATE S, ~O : PR INT" : ::::::: ::::::::: " 
690 PRI NT 
695 LO CATE 7, 10: PRINT" WORKPIE CE MATERIAL "; W$ 
700 PRIN T 
70S LOCA TE 9, 10: PRINT" DI AM ETER OF WORKPIECE: "; D 
710 PR INT 
715 lOCATE 11, 10: PRINT" BO RING TOOL MAT ERIAL : "; 8$ 
720 PRI NT 
725 LO CAT E U, 10 : PRINT" CUnING SPEED OF MATE RI H: "; C . 
730 PRINT 
735 LOCATE ,5, 10: PRINT" SPINDLE SPEED: 

A: S~LE.6hS Line 161 Call Insert Indent Tab 
725 LO CA Tt 13, 10: PRINT" CUTTING SPEED OF MATERI AL : "; C 
730 PRI NT 
735 LOCATE IS, 10: PRINT" SP INDLE SPEED: 
738 LO CATE 15,35 :PRINT USING "#~~# ########.#### ";R 

740 PRI NT 
745 PRI NT 
750 LoCAT~ 

755 LOCA-t I 

760 PRIll I 

" PRINT " ST ART ' HE MACHINE AND USE THE CAL CULATED " 
'0: PRINT" SP I'OL£ SPE ED FOR THE OPE RATION, 

765 LOCA TE 2:, S: PRINT" FEED TH E CU TTING TOO L SLOWL Y INTO THE WORKPIECE" 
768 LOCA TE 2;, IO :CO LOR O: INPUT"PRESS ENTER KEY TO EX1T TO MAIN ME NU", E$ :COLOR 
770 RETU RN 
REM ******* t' j**************** END OF SUBROUTINE 2 **************************** 
REM *******ft~***************************************************************** 
REM **** ***l~*i*************'********************* ** ******************* ******** 

780 CLS ~ COLOR IS, 3 
REM ***IS*,I · " SUBROUTINE FO R CU TT ING OR PARTI NG -OFF COM PON ENTS " **********t* 
785 LOC4TE S, .5 : PR INT" TO UN DE RTAKE A CUTTING OR PARTI NG-OFF OPERATION" 
790 LOCA, EelS : PRI NT " 
7?5 L OC~TE 7:: PR INT" MO UNT THE· ~IORKPIECE IN HE CHUC ~ 
800 lOCATf ~ 15: PR INT " 

A: SU L ~,8~S Line 185 CoIl Insert Indent Tab 
805 LoCnTE c, lC: COL OR 15, 6: INPUT" EN TER WORKP IEC E MA TERIA L "; W$ 

CLS : COLOR ~ 3 
810 PR!~' 

815 PRI:!: 
820 LO(AT~ li, 5: PRINT" CUMP THE PARTING TOOL IN THE TOO L HOLDE R 
825 LeCATE ~ 1 I : S: PRINT " 
830 PRIN: 
835 PRINT 
840 LOCATE 1" 15: COLOR 15 , 6: INPUT" ENTER PARTING TOOL MAT ERIAL "; P$ 
CLS : COLOR 15, 3 
845 PRINT 
850 PRINT 



855 LOCA TE ~, 15 : PRINT « MA RK THE LOCATION OF CUT MAK ING SU RE THAT « 
860 LO CAH q, '5 : PRINT « THE 8LADE IS AT RI GHT ANGLE TO TH E " 
865 L O CAT~ 'n IS: PRINT' WORYPIECE qNO ON CENTRE. 
870 PRW 
875 PRI NT 
880 LOC ATE 15, 15: PRINT' ." .,** TO CA LCUL ATE THE SPINDLE SPEED ***** **J *** ' 
885 PRINT 
890 PRI NT 
895 LOCAT E IB, 15: COLOR 15 , 6: INPUT" ENTE R DIAMETE R OF WORKPIECE MATE RI AL "; 
900 PRINT 
905 LO CATE 20, 15: INPUT « ENT ER CUT TING SPE ED OF MAT ERIAL ' ; C 
LET R : C ; 4 i 0 

Line 208 Coli Inse rt Indent Tab 
LET R : C + 4 ! D 

REM ****l"rif •• ********* OUT PU- OF RESU LT **t/*,**,' .***************** ****** 
CLS : COLO "' !5, 3 
910 PRINT 
915 PRIN T 
920 LOCA TE j, 20 : PR INT" OUTPUT OF RESUL TS " 
925 LO CATE 5, 20 : PRINT" ::::::::::::::::: " 
930 PRI NT 
935 LO CATE 7, lO : PRINT« WO RKPI ECE MATER IAL '; W$ 
940 PR IN1 
945 LO CAn: '1, !(i : PR INT" Dl h~ETE~ OF I.~O RKP ESE '; D 
950 PRINT 
955 LOCA ir. 'I to : PRINT « PARTH!G iOOL MATE RIAL ' ; P$ 
960 PRI NT 
965 LOCATE :), 10 ; PRINT" CU TTING SPEED OF M AHRIA~: "; c 
97 0 PRI NT 
975 LO CATE 15, 10 : PRINT" SP INDLE SPEED : 
978 LOCATE lS,35 :PRINT USING "~ •• I.I.##### ~# .•••• ";R 
980 PRI NT . 
985 PRINT 
990 LOC ATE 18, 5: PR INT " START THE MACH INE AND USE TH E CALCULATED" 
995 LO CATE ,~. 5: PRINT « SP INDLE SP EED FOR THE OPERA TION . 
996 PR! NT 
997 LOC ATE ft •• S: PRIN T ' FE ED THE CUTT ING TOOL SLOhLY IN TO THE WOR KP IE CE. ' 

A: 51." . :rl~ 
980 PRI NT 
985 PRI NT 

Line 226 Col I Inser t Inasrt Tab 

990 LO CATE 19, 5: PRINT' ST AR T THE MACHINE AND US E THE CALCUL ATED « 
995 LOCA TE la, 5: PRINT' SPI NDLE SP EED FOR THE OPERAT ION , 
996 PRINT 
997 LOCATE 'i, 5 PR INT' FE ED PIE CUTTING TOGI SLOi~LY INT O TH E WORKPIE CE .• 
998 LOCAT' ' .. 1"COLO R O:INPUi cPESS EN TER KEJ TO rYIT TO MAI N MENU', E$: COL OR 1 
999 RET UR.il 
REM *"',il, l". ,**********t END OF SU 8ROUTI ~[ 3 'tl t********************«*** 
REM *' t"'I.,rrit*** *********t'*t*~t ********ti:I*:'*tr**** *** **** ****** * *.**** 
REM **.'1" 1.1. '1**** ***** ** lr'rt' *****t"' la*~:*'*' ***' *«I***********,,*** * 
1000 CLS : l~C~I~ 20, 25: PR INT" END OF MACHI NING OPE RATIONS « 
1005 PRI NT 
1007 LO CATt ~- <5: PRINT" END OF PROGRAM . 
1008 ENG 
RETURN 



,~:i:i tD HACHINIhG OF COMPONENTS US ING A CEN TPE (ENGINE) LATHE MACH I"E 

DO YO~ WANT TO MACHINE A COMFONENT ?(Y/N) 

ENTER YOUR OPTI ON PL EASE ? Y 

MAI N MENU 

1. FACING 

2. BORING 

3. CUTT ING OR PARTING-OFF 

4. END OF MACH IN ING OPE RATION 

EN TE R CHOIC E? 1 

TO UNDER TAKE A FACING CPERATION 

MOUNT THE WORKPIECE IN TH E CH UCK 

ENTER WORKPIECE MA TERIAL ? HA RD BRASS 



CLAMP THE f~CING TOOL IN THE TOOL HOLDER 

ENTER FACING TOOL MATERIAL ? TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 

MARK THE LOCATION OF THE CUT MAKING SURE 
THAT THE BLADE IS AT RIGHT ANGLE TO THE 
WORKPIECE AND ON CENTRE. 

********* TO CALCUL ATE THE SPI NDLE SPEED **** ****~* 

ENTER DIAMETER OF WORKPIECE MATERIAL? 20 



MARK THE LOCATION or TH E CUT MAKING SURE 
THAT THE BlA DE IS AT RIGHT AN GLE TO THE 
WO RKPIECE AND ON CENTRE, 

********* TO CALC UL ATE THE SPI NDLE SPEED *** ******* 

EN TE R DIAM ETER OF WORK PIECE MATE RIAL? 20 

ENTER CUTTING SPE ED OF MAT ERIAL ? 80 

OU TP UT OF RVS UL TS 

WORKPIEC E MATERIAL: hARD BRA SS 

DIAMETER OF WO RK PIECE : 20 

FACING TOOL MATERIAL : TUNGSTEN CARBIDE 

CUTT ING SPEED OF MA TERIAL: 80 

SPINDLE SPEED 80.2000 

START THE MACHINE AND USE THE CA LCULATED 
SPINDLE SP EED FOR THE OPERATION. 

FEED TH E CUT TING TOOL SLOWL Y INTO THE WORKPIECE 

PRESS ENTER KEY TO EXIT TO MA IN MENU 



MAIN MENU 

l . FAC ING 

2. [,OR ING 

3. CU TTING OR PARTING-OFF 

4. END OF MACH INI NG OPERATI ON 

ENTER CHOICE? 2 

TO UNDERTAKE A BORING OPERATION 

MOU~ T THE WORK PIECE IN TH E CHUCK 

ErtlER WGRKPlrCE MATE Ki AL ? ALUMINIUM 

CLAMP THE BORING TOOL IN THE TOOL HOLDER 



EhTER BO RI NG TOOL MPTER! AL ? HIGH SPEED STEEL 

CLPMP THE BORING TOOL IN THE TOOL HOLDER 

ENTER BORING TO OL MATERIA L? HIGH SPEED STEEL 

M~RK THE LQCATION OF THE cur MAKING SUqE 
THAT THE BLAD E AT RI GHT AhGLE 
TO THE WO RKPIECE AND ON CENTRE. 

aa**** TO CALCU LATE THE SPI NDLE SPEED **1.** 

ENTER DIAMETER OF WO RKPI ECE MATERIAL ? 60 



rlF<RK TH:: I [1 CATl~ N OF TH E C.IT MAKING SURE 
THA T ;~E BL~OE AT RI GHT A~SLE 
TO T~t WOPKPI ECE AND ON CENTRE. 

trtl** TO CALCULA TE THE SP!NDlE SPEED *.**t. 

ENTER DI~ME TER OF WORK PI ECE MATERIAL? 60 

EhTEq ~~ TTI NG SPE ED OF M A~ERI A L 

O~TP~T OF RESULTS 

wORKP IECE MATER IAL : ALUMI NIUM 

DIAMETER GF W0R KPIECE: 60 

BO RI NG TOOL M~TE RI A L: HIGH SPEED STE EL 

CU TT ING SPEED OF MA TER IAL: 100 

SPINDLE SPEED : 100.0667 

~TAqT THE ~ACHIH i AND USl TH E CA LCU~ATED 

)P i ~DL E SPEED ~CP THE OPE RA TION. 

fEED THE C~TTING TOOL SLO WLY INTO THE WORK PIECE 

PRESS ENTER KEY TO EXIT TO MA IN MENU 

? 100 



MAIN MENU 

fACI~G 

BORING 

3. CU TT ING OR PA RTING-OFF 

4. END OF MACHINING OPERATION 

ENTER CHOICE? 3 

'I~ (PTPKE ~ CUTTING OR PARTING-OF F OP ERATI ON 

TH" WORKPIECE IN THE CHUCK 

IGR~ PIECt MATERIAL ? MILD ST EfL 

, . THE PARTING TboL IN THE TOOL HOLDE R 



FAqTING TOOL MATE RIAL ? TUNGS TE N CAR BIDE 

~ -HE PA ~TI NG TDOL IN THE TOOL HO LD fR 

1 1 ·OAR TING TOOL MA}ERIAL ? TUNGSTE N CA RBIDE 

~HE LOCATION OF CUT MAK ING SURE TH AT 
Bl~~E IS AT RIGHT ANG LE TO THE 

·oIECE ~ND ON CENTRE. 

'.1,' TO CRLCULATE T ~E SPI~&LE SP EED taal'*l**r* 

. R D!A METER OF WORK PIECE MAT~R IAL ? 8u 

"; CU TTING SPEED OF MATERIAL? 



MARK THE LOCA TION OF CUT MA KING SU RE THA T 
THE BLA DE IS AT RIGHT ANG LE TO THE 
WORKPIEC E 6~n ON CEN TRE . 

*****.s TO ~oLCULAT E TH E SPIN0lE SPEED **.*rl •• ,r* 

ENTER DIAM ETER OF WORKPIECE MATE~IAL ? 80 

ENTER CU T T I~~ SP EED OF MATER IAL? 250 

OUTPU T OF RESU LTS 

WORKPI ECE MATE RI~I : MILD .Ti~~ 

DIAMETE R OF WOP.' [I ~ ?,C 

PARTING TO OL MATERIAL : TUNGST EN C~ReID E 

CUTTING SPEED OF MATERI AL: 250 

SPINDLE SPEED : 

~RT THE MACHI NE MJD 1.:51: [HE CA LCULATU 
NDLE SPEED FOR THE OPERA TION. 

~50.0'jOO 

ED THE CUTTING TOOL LOWLY INTO THE ,;QP, c e ~E, 

PRESS ENTER KEY TO EXIT TO MAIN MENU 
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